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ABSTRACT

Events are one important type of information throughout the text. Event extraction is an information extraction (IE) task that involves identifying entities and objects (mainly noun phrases) that represent important roles in events of a particular type. However, the extraction performance of current event extraction systems is limited because they mainly consider local context (mostly isolated sentences) when making each extraction decision. My research aims to improve both coverage and accuracy of event extraction performance by explicitly identifying event contexts before extracting individual facts.

First, I introduce new event extraction architectures that incorporate discourse information across a document to seek out and validate pieces of event descriptions within the document. TIER is a multilayered event extraction architecture that performs text analysis at multiple granularities to progressively "zoom in" on relevant event information. LINKER is a unified discourse-guided approach that includes a structured sentence classifier to sequentially read a story and determine which sentences contain event information based on both the local and preceding contexts. Experimental results on two distinct event domains show that compared to previous event extraction systems, TIER can find more event information while maintaining a good extraction accuracy, and LINKER can further improve extraction accuracy.

Finding documents that describe a specific type of event is also highly challenging because of the wide variety and ambiguity of event expressions. In this dissertation, I present the multi-faceted event recognition approach that uses event defining characteristics (facets), in addition to event expressions, to effectively resolve the complexity of event descriptions. I also present a novel bootstrapping algorithm to automatically learn event expressions as well as facets of events, which requires minimal human supervision. Experimental results show that the multi-faceted event recognition approach can effectively identify documents that describe a particular type of event and make event extraction systems more precise.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Events are one important type of information throughout text. Accurately extracting significant events from large volumes of text informs the government, companies and the public regarding possible changing circumstances caused or implied by events.

Event extraction is an information extraction (IE) task that involves identifying entities and objects (mainly noun phrases) that represent important roles in events of a particular type. The extracted noun phrases are called role fillers of events and they are the participants of events, objects that are involved in events, or properties associated with an event. For example, event extraction systems for the terrorism domain identify the perpetrators, victims, and targets of terrorism events while systems for the management succession domain identify the people and companies involved in corporate management changes.

However, extracting event information completely and accurately is challenging mainly due to the high complexity of discourse phenomena. While this task has been studied over the last decades, the performance of current event extraction systems is limited because they mainly consider local context (mostly isolated sentences) and ignore the influences of wider contexts from the discourse. My research aims to improve both coverage and accuracy of event extraction performance by exploring discourse-guided models. By incorporating discourse information beyond an individual sentence, the discourse guided models will seek out event information that tends to be overlooked by current event extraction systems and filter out extractions that seem to be valid when viewed locally.

Finding documents that describe a specific type of event is also challenging because of the wide variety and ambiguity of event expressions. My research also aims to accurately identify event relevant documents by proposing multi-faceted event recognition. Event facets represent event defining characteristics. Multi-faceted event recognition uses event facets, in addition to event expressions, to effectively resolve the complexity of event descriptions.
1.1 Discourse Guided Event Extraction Architectures

Most current event extraction systems heavily rely on local contexts and individual event expressions when making extraction decisions. They primarily recognize contexts that explicitly refer to a relevant event and extract the noun phrases in those contexts as role fillers. For example, a system that extracts information about murders will recognize expressions associated with murder (e.g., “killed”, “assassinated”, or “shot to death”) and extract role fillers from the surrounding context. However, lacking the view of wider context limits the performance of traditional event extraction systems in two aspects.

First, the coverage of event extraction systems is limited because many role fillers occur in contexts that do not explicitly mention the event, and those fillers are often overlooked by current event extraction systems. For example, the perpetrator of a murder may be mentioned in the context of an arrest, an eyewitness report, or speculation about possible suspects. Victims may be named in sentences that discuss the aftermath of the event, such as the identification of bodies, transportation of the injured to a hospital, or conclusions drawn from an investigation. I will refer to these types of sentences as “secondary contexts” because they are generally not part of the main event description (“primary contexts”). Role fillers in secondary contexts are generally overlooked by current event extraction systems.

However, extracting information from these secondary contexts indiscriminately can be risky because secondary contexts occur with irrelevant events too. For example, an arrest can follow a theft instead of a terrorism event. This is why most current event extraction systems generally ignore the extractions in secondary contexts. Even within the main event description, a sentence may not appear to be relevant when viewed in isolation. For example, “He used a gun”. Is the “gun” a weapon used in a terrorism event? Depending on the surrounding story context, such a sentence can be seen in the description of a terrorism event, a military operation event, or a common crime; accordingly, “He” may refer to a terrorist, a soldier or a burglar. However, if we know that the larger context is discussing a relevant event, then we will be able to extract relevant event information from these contexts and improve the coverage of event extraction systems.

Second, with access to wider context, the accuracy of current event extraction systems can be improved too. Current event extraction systems will extract information if the local context contains seemingly relevant event keywords or phrases. However, depending
on the larger context, they may not be referring to a relevant event due to ambiguity and metaphor. For example, “Obama was attacked” may lead to Obama being extracted as the victim of a physical attack, even if the preceding sentences describe a presidential debate and the verb “attacked” is being used metaphorically.

Both of these problems tell us that it is necessary to develop better performing event extraction systems by modeling the influences of discourse during event extraction. In this dissertation, I will describe two discourse-oriented event extraction architectures that incorporate discourse information into event extraction to improve both extraction coverage and accuracy. In the following two subsections, I will briefly describe the design of these two models.

1.1.1 TIER: a Multilayered Event Extraction Architecture

The first one, called TIER, is a multilayered event extraction architecture that performs document level, sentence level and noun phrase level text analysis to progressively “zoom in” on relevant event information. TIER represents a two-pronged strategy for event extraction that handles event narrative documents differently from other documents. I define an event narrative as an article whose main purpose is to report the details of an event. In contrast, I will refer to the documents that mention a relevant event somewhere briefly, as fleeting references. I search for role fillers only in secondary contexts that occur in event narratives.

The main idea of TIER is to analyze documents at multiple levels of granularity in order to identify role fillers that occur in different types of contexts. My event extraction
model (as shown in Figure 1.1) progressively “zooms in” on relevant information by first identifying the document type, then identifying sentences that are likely to contain relevant information, and finally analyzing individual noun phrases to identify role fillers. At the top level, I train a document classifier to identify event narratives. At the middle level, I create two types of sentence classifiers. Event sentence classifiers identify sentences that mention a relevant event, and role-specific sentence classifiers identify sentences that contain possible role fillers irrespective of whether an event is mentioned. At the lowest level, I use role filler extractors to label individual noun phrases as role fillers. As documents pass through the pipeline, they are analyzed at different levels of granularity. All documents pass through the event sentence classifier, and event sentences are given to the role filler extractors. Documents identified as event narratives additionally pass through role-specific sentence classifiers, and the role-specific sentences are also given to the role filler extractors. The key advantage of this architecture is that it allows us to search for information using two different principles: (1) we look for contexts that directly refer to the event, as per most traditional event extraction systems, and (2) we look for secondary contexts that are often associated with a specific type of role filler in event narratives. Identifying these role-specific contexts can root out important facts would have been otherwise missed.

1.1.2 LINKER: a Bottom-up Event Extraction Architecture

The second model, called LINKER (as illustrated in Figure 1.2), is a unified discourse-oriented event extraction architecture. In addition to a set of local role filler extractors as normally seen in event extraction systems, LINKER uses a single sequentially structured sentence classifier to explicitly model the contextual influences across sentences and identify event-related story contexts. The structured learning algorithm, conditional random fields (CRFs), explicitly models whether the previous sentence is an event context, which captures discourse continuity across sentences. Furthermore, the structured sentence classifier can model a variety of discourse information as textual cohesion properties across sentences. Features are designed to capture lexical word associations, e.g., it is common to see “bombed” in one sentence and “killed” in the next sentence because bombing event descriptions are often followed by casualty reports. Features are also designed to capture discourse relations across sentences, e.g., if two sentences are in a causal relation, then probably both are event relevant sentences or neither of them is. In addition, its
Figure 1.2. LINKER: A Bottom-up Architecture for Event Extraction

bottom-up design allows distributional properties of the candidate role fillers within and across sentences to be modeled as features. Intuitively, the presence of multiple role fillers within a sentence or in the preceding sentence is a strong indication that a relevant event is being discussed.

In LINKER, the sentence classifier sequentially reads a story and determines which sentences contain event information based on both the local and preceding contexts. Then, the structured sentence classifier and the set of local role filler extractors are combined by extracting only the candidate role fillers that occur in sentences that represent event contexts, as determined by the sentence classifier.

1.2 Multi-faceted Event Recognition

Before giving documents to sophisticated event extraction systems, we want to ask if the documents actually contain any relevant events. Therefore, I also study event recognition that aims to identify documents describing a specific type of event. Accurate event recognition will improve event extraction accuracy because any extractions from documents that do not contain a relevant event will be false. Furthermore, event recognition is essential to many other event oriented applications. For example, with accurate event recognition, we can detect the first occurrences and the following mentions of a particular type of event, thus we can track the dynamics of events over time.
Event recognition is a highly challenging task due to the high complexity and variety of event descriptions. It is tempting to assume that event keywords are sufficient to identify documents that discuss instances of an event. But event words are rarely reliable on their own. For example, consider the challenge of finding documents about civil unrest. The words “strike”, “rally”, and “riot” refer to common types of civil unrest, but they frequently refer to other things as well. A strike can refer to a military event or a sporting event (e.g., “air strike”, “bowling strike”), a rally can be a race or a spirited exchange (e.g., “car rally”, “tennis rally”), and a riot can refer to something funny (e.g., “she’s a riot”). Event keywords also appear in general discussions that do not mention a specific event (e.g., “37 states prohibit teacher strikes” or “The fine for inciting a riot is $1,000”). Furthermore, many relevant documents are not easy to recognize because events can be described with complex expressions that do not include event keywords. For example, “took to the streets”, “walked off their jobs” and “stormed parliament” often describe civil unrest.

I propose multi-faceted event recognition to accurately recognize event descriptions in text by identifying event expressions as well as event facets, which are defining characteristics of the event. Event facets are essential to distinguish one type of event from another. For example, given the event expression “hit the village”, depending on the agents, it might refer to a natural disaster event if the agent is “The flooding”, or it might be describing an air strike if the agent is “The military bombs”. Given the event expression “attacked”, depending on “who” were “attacked” as the patient, it can be associated with a terrorism event (“civilians”) or a general military operation (“soldiers”). Furthermore, event facets are so powerful that frequently, events can be recognized by only seeing multiple types of event facet information, without any event expression detected. For example, to identify documents describing civil unrest events, we feel confident to claim that a document is relevant if we pinpoint both the agent term “coal miners” and the purpose phrase “press for higher wages”, event without detecting any event keyword such as “rally” and “strike”.

The third component of my research is bootstrapping framework to automatically learn event expressions as well as essential facets of events. The learning algorithm relies on limited supervision, specifically, a handful of event keywords that are used to create a pseudo domain-specific text collection from a broad-coverage corpus, and several seed terms for each facet to be learned. The learning algorithm exploits the observation that
event expressions and event facet information often appear together in sentences that introduce an event. Furthermore, seeing more than one piece of event information in a sentence tends to validate that the sentence is an event sentence and imply that additional event information may also be found in the same sentence. Therefore, in the first step, I identify probable event sentences that contain multiple types of event facet information and extract event expressions based on dependency relations with event facet phrases. The harvested event expressions are added to an event phrase dictionary. In the second step, new phrases of an event facet are extracted from sentences containing an event phrase and phrases of the other event facets. The newly harvested event facet phrases are added to event facet dictionaries. The bootstrapping algorithm ricochets back and forth, alternately learning new event phrases and learning new event facet phrases, in an iterative process. For example, civil unrest events are generally initiated by certain population groups, e.g., “employees”, and with certain purpose, e.g., “demanding for better working conditions”. Therefore, I identify agents and purposes as two facets of civil unrest events. To learn event expressions and event facet phrases, Figure 1.3 illustrates how the bootstrapping algorithm works.

1.3 Claims and Contributions

The primary contributions of this research are as follows:

1 Both event extraction coverage and accuracy can be improved by incorporating discourse information across sentences to recognize event contexts before applying local
Event story telling generally spans over a text discourse. Accordingly, automatic event extraction systems should be able to model discourse phenomena to accurately locate pieces of event information in text. However, current event extraction systems generally process one sentence at a time and make extraction decisions relying on event clues from a limited text span as within the sentence. Due to lacking a global view of text contents, the current event extraction systems suffer from insufficient coverage and accuracy. In this research, I focus on improving extraction performance by incorporating discourse information across sentences to recognize event contexts before applying local extraction models. First, I designed a multi-layered event extraction model, called TIER, to seek out event information that appear in secondary event contexts. The main idea of TIER is to zoom in on relevant event information, by using a document classifier and two types of sentence classifiers to analyze text at multiple granularities. Later, I designed a unified discourse guided event extraction architecture, LINKER, that explicitly model textual cohesion properties across sentences to accurately find out event related contexts, using a single structured sentence classifier. Evaluation on two event domains shows that my discourse guided event extraction architectures have improved both event extraction coverage and accuracy.

2 Event defining characteristics (event facets), in addition to event expressions, can be used to accurately identify documents describing a particular type of event.

Finding documents that describe a specific type of event is a challenging task due to the high complexity and variety of event descriptions. Event keywords tend to be ambiguous and are not sufficient to identify documents that discuss event instances of a particular type. I propose multi-faceted event recognition to accurately recognize event descriptions in text by identifying event expressions as well as event facets, which are defining characteristics of the event. Event facets, such as agents, purpose and effects of events, are essential to distinguish one type of event from another. I also propose a bootstrapping framework to automatically learn event expressions as well as essential facets of events, requiring only unannotated text and minimal human supervision. Evaluation on two event domains shows that multi-faceted event recognition can yield high accuracy.
1.4 Navigating this Dissertation

The rest of this dissertation is summarized as follows.

- Chapter 2 describes existing work in event extraction and recognition studies. This chapter explains the limitations of current event extraction and recognition systems and demonstrates how the research presented in this dissertation contributes in addressing these limitations.

- Chapter 3 presents the details in designing TIER, the multilayered event extraction architecture, which can seek out event information from secondary event contexts. To motivate, I will first discuss secondary contexts, in contrast with primary event contexts. Then, I will demonstrate two types of documents that mention relevant events, event narratives and fleeting references, with respect to how event information was conveyed in text. Then this chapter presents design details of the four components that constitute the multilayered event extraction architecture.

- Chapter 4 presents the details in designing the unified discourse guided event extraction architecture, LINKER. This chapter illustrates the bottom up system design and discusses the main idea that uses a single structured event context recognizer to identify all the event related sentences in a document. After that, this chapter elaborates the linguistic discourse features that are used in the structured event context recognizer to capture textual cohesion properties across sentences.

- Chapter 5 demonstrates multi-faceted event recognition approach. This chapter discusses the insufficiency of using event keywords for event recognition and illustrates how event defining characteristics (facets) can be helpful to recognize events of a particular type in text. This chapter includes a thorough discussion of event facets in a variety of events. Then this chapter describes details of the bootstrapping framework that is effective in acquiring both event expression and event facet information from unannotated text. In the evaluation section, I also examines whether multi-faceted event recognition can be used to improve event extraction performance, especially with respect to extraction accuracy.

- Chapter 6 discusses the conclusions that we can draw from the dissertation. Following the conclusions, this chapter suggests the future directions that can potentially lead to further progress in event oriented information extraction research.
CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Information Extraction (IE) ([42]) is a major application area of Natural Language Processing (NLP). Among various sub-disciplines in Information Extraction, Event Extraction (i.e., recognizing and extracting events from texts) has attracted intensive research attention over the last decades (e.g., [8, 92, 93, 45, 115, 33]) and continues to thrive in recent years (e.g., [23, 18, 30, 104, 67, 100, 98]). This dissertation focuses on improving event extraction performance by exploring discourse-guided approaches and incorporating accurate event recognition.

In the following sections, I will first introduce the event extraction task and discuss different “genres” of event extraction research, then I will briefly mention standard evaluation datasets that are available for event extraction research. Next, I will talk about two streams of classic approaches that have been developed for event extraction. Then, I will focus on discussing recent advances in event extraction that are closely related to my research as presented in this dissertation. I will also compare event extraction methods with the approaches that are developed for several other related NLP tasks. Finally, I will cover various types of research work that are related to recognizing events in texts (i.e., event recognition).

2.1 Background: Event Extraction Task and Datasets

There have been several community-wide performance evaluations dedicated to advancing event extraction research. These evaluations have shaped event extraction as a major research area of natural language processing and significantly influenced event extraction research by revealing a diverse set of extraction approaches and providing standard annotated datasets for evaluating the future event extraction systems.
2.1.1 Message Understanding Conferences

Among these efforts, there was a series of Message Understanding Conferences (MUC-1 to MUC-7), spanning over a decade (from 1987 to 1997), that defined the template-based event extraction task and attracted a significant amount of attention from the research community. In template-based event extraction, the goal of event extraction systems is to identify and extract pieces of key event information in texts and classify them into their corresponding event roles. Event roles can specify the participants of events, objects that are involved in events, or properties associated with an event. The extracted text snippets that fill certain event roles are called event role fillers, which are generally noun phrases. Template-based event extraction also requires template generation specifying each event with its set of role fillers, which is complex because many documents have multiple templates (i.e., they discuss multiple events).

Multiple event extraction evaluation datasets were created in the MUCs. The annotated datasets are mainly unstructured texts, military reports or news reports, and each dataset was created for a specific domain. The event domains vary from terrorism events [74], corporate joint ventures [75] and management successions [76], to airplane crashes [77]. The number of “string-fill” event roles varies too. Several event roles were defined for terrorism events, including perpetrators, victims, physical targets and weapons, while less number of event roles were defined for events such as airplane crashes or joint ventures.

Many of these datasets have become benchmark collections for evaluating event extraction systems. Events of a particular type are sparse in a general news stream, so the MUCs mimic a realistic event extraction task where the IE system must determine whether a relevant event is present in the document before extracting role fillers. Consequently, most of the Message Understanding Conference data sets contain (roughly) a 50/50 mix of relevant and irrelevant documents (e.g., MUC-3, MUC-4, MUC-6, and MUC-7 [41]).

2.1.2 Automatic Content Extraction

Automatic Content Extraction (ACE) [1] is another research endeavor (1999 - 2008) that focuses on developing information extraction techniques from unstructured texts. ACE presents several challenges to participants including identifying entity mentions, classifying semantic relations between pairs of entity mentions and extracting events in texts. One characteristic of ACE is that evaluation datasets were provided in multiple languages. In addition to the English language, ACE (e.g., ACE 2005, ACE 2007, ACE 2008) provided evaluation data in other languages too, including Arabic, Chinese and
Spanish. Therefore, ACE has successfully stimulated wide information extraction research interests across many countries.

In contrast to the MUCs, ACE defined a rich set of event types and the events annotated in ACE datasets are not with respect to a particular domain. Instead, multiple types of events can be annotated in one single document. And ACE systems are designed to process general news articles and extract general events, such as interaction, movement, transfer, creation and destruction events. Furthermore, as written in guidelines for both annotation and evaluation purposes, in addition to event arguments and attributes, each event mention must have an anchor or trigger word associated with it.

Figure 2.1. A Sample Document from the MUC-4 Corpus (Document ID: TST2-MUC4-0039).

2.1.3 Other Datasets for Event Extraction Research

Several other event extraction data sets have been created, mostly by individual research groups. Some well-known ones include the data set for the domain of corporate acquisitions [33, 34, 30], job postings [18, 34], and seminar announcements [33, 24, 23, 30, 37]. Different from the MUC and ACE data sets, which mainly consist of unstructured texts, documents in some of the data sets, specifically job postings and seminar announcements, are semi-structured. For example, job postings generally put the post date and job title at the beginning of a post. There are also more recent data sets established to facilitate event extraction research, including the disease outbreak data set [83] and several biomedical event extraction data sets (e.g., [70]). The disease outbreak
The biomedical data set has been used in the BioNLP09 [56] shared task, which focuses on the extraction of biomolecular events.

![Figure 2.2. Annotated Event Template for the Sample Document](image)

### 2.1.4 Research in this Dissertation

My dissertation focuses on extracting events from free texts as in the MUC evaluations. However, while the complete event extraction task involves template generation, my work focuses on extracting individual facts and not on template generation per se (e.g., I do not perform coreference resolution or event tracking). As noted earlier, most MUC data sets contain a mix of relevant and irrelevant documents and represent a more realistic setting for the event extraction task. In addition, compared to the event extraction task...
in ACE, the MUC evaluations target a particular type of event. Among a series of MUC data sets, MUC-4 terrorism corpus [74] is a standard benchmark collection for evaluating event extraction systems and is especially interesting because it defines a rich set of event roles in a terrorism event template. Figure 2.1 shows a sample document in MUC-4 corpus and Figure 2.2 shows its associated event template with the defined event roles filled.

In this dissertation, I propose new event extraction architectures that improve both event extraction coverage and accuracy by incorporating discourse information across sentences to recognize event contexts before applying local extraction models. I will evaluate my new event extraction architectures using the MUC-4 terrorism data set and a new data set on civil unrest events, created in a similar style as the MUC data sets (see Section 3.5.1 for more details), to show the generality of my proposed approaches. I will also use the same two data sets to evaluate the effectiveness of my multi-faceted event recognition to improve the accuracy of event extraction systems.

2.2 Classic Approaches for Event Extraction

Contexts around a potential extraction play an important role in determining its event role. For example, in terrorism events, a person can be a perpetrator or a victim depending on different contexts. Most event extraction systems scan a text and search in small context windows using patterns or a classifier. Pattern-based approaches (e.g., [8, 55, 92]) extract event role fillers by matching linguistic patterns with the local context of text segments that have been identified as potential extractions. Therefore, the extraction performance greatly depends on the quality of the used linguistic patterns. In Section 2.2.1, I will discuss different methods that are used to derive extraction patterns. In contrast, classification-based approaches generally train statistical classifiers to identify event role fillers. These approaches can easily leverage a variety of contextual clues and make extraction decisions based on statistical properties of a potential extraction being an event role filler. In recent years, classifier approaches have been frequently applied for extracting information from free texts.

2.2.1 Pattern-based Approaches

Patterns are derived from texts that contain event role fillers and capture lexical, syntactic or semantic properties that are commonly associated with a particular type of event role. Early event extraction systems used hand-crafted patterns (e.g., [8, 59]).
FASTUS ([8]) extracted information using patterns that are encoded as finite state machines operating on phrasal decompositions of a sentence. In FASTUS, 95 hand-crafted patterns were used to extract event information from the MUC-4 terrorism data set. For example, one pattern used to identify victim role fillers is “killing of <VICTIM>”. The experiments show that the pattern-based approach can extract information from texts effectively and efficiently.

However, creating patterns manually for each event domain is tedious and time consuming, so more recent systems generate patterns or rules automatically using supervised learning (e.g., [55, 92, 105, 45, 33, 24, 18]). Supervised learning algorithms use human annotated event information as supervision when inducing linguistic patterns. PALKA ([55]) acquires domain dependent semantic patterns corresponding to pre-defined frame representations. PALKA is semi-automatic because in the pattern acquisition process, it needs simple forms of human interaction to determine the relevancy of a clause and a relevant phrase in the clause, with respect to frame definitions. AutoSlog ([92]) automatically generates domain-specific extraction patterns using a training corpus tagged with the targeted event information. CRYSTAL [105] automatically induces generalized linguistic patterns (“concept-node definitions”) by locating and comparing definitions that are highly similar and creating unified definitions. Sudo et. al [109] discuss the limitations of prior extraction pattern representations and introduce the subtree extraction model that is based on arbitrary subtrees of dependency trees and can extract entities beyond direct predicate-argument relations.

Relational learning algorithms [33, 18] has been shown effective to induce extraction rules or patterns. These learning algorithms vary in how they induce patterns from texts. SRV [33] induces rules from general to specific (top-down). Specifically, SRV starts with all negative examples and any positive examples not covered by already induced rules (all positive examples at the beginning), and adds predicates greedily to cover as many positive and as few negative examples as possible. Predicates are formed using simple token based features and relational features. Instead, RAPIER [18] is a bottom-up learning algorithm that consists primarily of a specific to general search. creates very specific rules and then generalizes those to cover additional positive examples. Specifically, RAPIER directly induces extraction patterns that each is formed by three parts: a pre-filler pattern that must match the text immediately preceding the slot-filler, a slot-filler pattern that must match the actual slot-filler, and a post-filler pattern that must match
the text immediately following the filler. RAPIER constructs pattern rules for each training instance, then takes random pairs of rules, generalizes each pair and selects the best generalization as the new rule.

As mentioned above, supervised pattern learning algorithms require annotated event information to learn patterns. However, event information is expensive to annotate. To further reduce human supervision needed to learn patterns, several weakly supervised learning approaches were proposed (e.g., [93, 94, 115, 109, 108]). AutoSlog-TS ([93]) eliminated the dependency on an annotated training corpus and only use untagged text. Specifically, AutoSlog-TS is built on top of AutoSlog ([92]), which was adapted to exhaustively generate patterns that can be used to extract all noun phrases in texts. Then AutoSlog-TS learns good extraction patterns by ranking patterns based on the statistical probabilities that patterns occur in event relevant documents. Later, Riloff and Jones [94] presents a multi-level bootstrapping algorithm that generates both extraction patterns and a semantic lexicon simultaneously in a iterative process. In this algorithm, only a handful of seed words for each semantic category is used as human supervision. Specifically, a mutual bootstrapping technique is used to alternately select the best extraction patterns and bootstrap its extractions into the semantic lexicon, which is used to select the next extraction pattern. Similarly, Snowball [2] requires only a handful of training examples from users. The initial examples are used to generate extraction patterns, which in turn are used to extract new training instances from the document collection. ExDISCO ([115]) reduces the required supervision to several initial “seed” patterns in a iterative learning process. ExDISCO uses the initial patterns to find the first batch of event relevant documents, from which, more patterns are learned. Then, the learned patterns are used to retrieve more event relevant documents. The learning process iterates.

In recent years, there have also been learning algorithms that proceed in an unsupervised manner (e.g., [22, 104, 103]). Chambers and Jurafsky ([22]) acquire event words from an external resource, WordNet [72], group the event words to form event scenarios, and group extraction patterns for different event roles. Shinyama and Sekine ([104]) proposed preemptive information extraction that attempts to automatically create feasible IE systems in advance without human intervention. Mainly, they cluster a set of articles from the web that essentially describe a particular type of event and discover patterns that can extract entities playing the same role.
2.2.2 Classifier-based Approaches

Many classifiers have been created to label phrases or single tokens with respect to an event role (e.g., [32, 23, 30, 61, 118]). Freitag ([32]) suggested to use three types of learners, rote memorization, term-space text classification and relational rule induction, to examine potential extractions, and make extraction decisions using combined probabilities that are mapped from individual learners’ confidences. Chieu and Ng ([23]) proposed to apply a specific machine learning algorithm, maximum entropy, to weigh multiple sources of extraction evidence in a single statistical model. Their extraction evidences are largely derived from the local contexts of target phrases and the phrases themselves. A rich set of specific features were used to train their models. Note that in this work, Chieu and Ng also learned to build event templates using the product of entity pair relation probabilities. In addition, Wrap-Up [106] is a trainable IE discourse component that learns to construct event templates.

Instead of classifying phrases with respect to an event role ([32, 23]), methods ([30, 61, 118]) have also been proposed to classify single tokens to indicate if each token is part of an extraction or not. Finn and Kushmerick ([30]) treat the identification of extractions’ start and end positions as distinct token classification tasks and train separate statistical classifiers for each. Specifically, they chose support vector machines as their machine learning algorithm. The features that are used to classify each token include the token itself, part-of-speech, chunking, orthographic and gazetteer information. Later, instead of using only local features, Finkel et al. ([29]) used long distance dependency models to enforce label consistency and extraction template consistency constraints. In their work, Gibbs sampling was employed to perform approximate inference which runs in tractable time. Li et al. ([61]) also applied machine learning algorithms to classify each token in texts. They especially emphasized the importance of using an uneven margins parameter in support vector machines and perceptrons to tackle the skewed distributions between positive and negative instances, which is notable in event extraction task because relevant event information is only sparsely scattered in texts. Yu et al. ([118]) proposed a cascaded event extraction approach and showed that it is effective to automatically extract information from resumes. Their approach first identifies blocks of texts that have labels (e.g., Personal Information in their case.), then classify each token (mainly punctuations because potential extractions are generally separated by punctuations in their case) within certain types of blocks with respect to a specific type of information.
(e.g., applicants’ names).

Recently, structured sequence tagging models ([91, 69, 57]), especially Conditional Random Fields ([57, 84]) and its variants or generalized models (e.g., [15]), have proved to be effective for information extraction tasks. Instead of labeling an individual phrase or a single token independently, structured sequence tagging models consider mutual dependencies between labels that are assigned to neighboring text units, and label a sequence of tokens. Among these, Lu and Roth ([64]) uses the latent-variable semi-Markov conditional random fields for jointly extracting event role fillers from texts.

2.3 Recent Advances in Event Extraction Research

Most of the classic approaches heavily rely on the local context of individual potential extractions when making decisions. However, recent work has begun to leverage additional contextual information and consider associations among candidate role fillers to improve extraction performance.

2.3.1 Incorporating Richer Event Clues from Sentential Contexts

Research has been conducted to explore sentential contexts ([67, 37, 83, 100]) when identifying individual role fillers. Maslenikov and Chua ([67]) propose to view event fact extraction at the multi-resolution layers of phrases, clauses and sentences using dependency and discourse relations. Specifically, they use both discourse trees and local syntactic dependencies within sentences in a pattern-based framework. Their extraction framework, called ARE (short for Anchor and Relation), uses clause level discourse relations to both filter noisy dependency paths and to increase reliability of dependency path extraction. ARE starts with extracting candidate entities (anchors) of appropriate anchor types, evaluates the relationships between them, further evaluates all possible candidate templates, and outputs the final template.

Some research work ([37, 83, 100]) has trained separate sentence classifiers to identify event relevant sentences and then consider extracting event information mainly from the relevant sentences as identified by the sentence classifiers. Gu and Cercone ([37]) introduce the concept of extraction redundancy that many current sequential labeling IE systems often produce undesired redundancy extractions. To address this issue, they propose a segment based two-step extraction approach in which a segment retrieval step is imposed before the extraction step. Specifically, they created HMMs to first identify relevant sentences and then trained another set of HMMs to extract individual
role fillers from the relevant sentences. Patwardhan and Riloﬀ ([83]) distinguish primary and secondary extraction patterns and argue that primary extraction patterns can be used by themselves to extract event information while the use of secondary patterns should be constrained within event relevant sentences. They also designed a weakly-supervised learning paradigm to learn to recognize event sentences. Later, Patwardhan and Riloﬀ ([100]) also proposed a uniﬁed model for event extraction, called GLACIER, that jointly considered sentential evidence and local phrasal evidence in a probabilistic framework when extracting role ﬁllers. GLACIER uses sentence classiﬁers that were trained with supervised learning. Experimental results show that GLACIER balanced the inﬂuence of sentential context with local contextual evidence and improved the performance of event extraction.

Overall, by looking beyond the immediate contexts of potential extractions, previous models have achieved better extraction performance. However, none of these systems explored contexts out of the sentence containing the candidate role ﬁllers. In contrast, my discourse-guided event extraction models explore how an event is described in a document and explicitly model the contextual inﬂuences across a document, including lexical cohesion properties, discouse relations, and domain-speciﬁc candidate role ﬁller distributions.

### 2.3.2 Inferences by Leveraging Associations across Event Role Fillers

There has been research ([62, 46, 64]) that mines associations among candidate role ﬁllers to improve extraction performance. One advantage of such research is that this approach can easily go beyond the local context of an individual candidate role ﬁller and leverage information about other role ﬁllers from the same sentence, the same document, or even across documents to make better extraction decisions. Liao and Grishman ([62]) observed that correlations exist between occurrences of different types of events and different event arugments. For example, they found that Attack, Die, and Injure events often occur together and Victims of a Die event are frequently the Targets of an Attack event. Following this observation, they introduced cross-event information to enhance the performance of multi-event-type extraction by using information about other types of events to make predictions or resolve ambiguities regarding a given event. Specifically, they calculated document-level role ﬁller statistics and used the co-occurrence information between different types of events and between different role ﬁllers as features to train
better extraction models. Ji and Grishman [46] noted that many events are reported multiple times, in different forms, both within the same document and within topically related documents. Therefore, they proposed to take advantage of alternate descriptions of the same event fact and propagate consistent event arguments across sentences and documents.

More recently, Lu and Roth [64] use the latent-variable semi-Markov conditional random fields to encode role filler dependencies (e.g., as shown in their paper, an AGENT and an VICTIM are often seen with “killed” in between.) as structured preferences in a model learning process. Therefore, this approach enables joint extraction of event role fillers from texts. Li et al. [60] uses structured perceptron to jointly predict event triggers and their arguments within a sentence. Various global features are designed to model dependencies between two triggers and among multiple arguments.

Overall, these models focus on the inter-relations between different role fillers or different mentions of the same role filler in a sentence ([64, 60]), document ([62]) or corpus ([46]) and use the leveraged role filler associations to aid event role classification. However, different from my research of discourse-guided event extraction, neither of them concentrates on exploring wider contexts across sentences other than role fillers associations, and these contexts include lexical links and discourse relations across sentences.

2.4 Other Related NLP Research Areas

Event extraction is closely related to several other NLP areas, such as relation extraction and semantic role labeling, but these tasks each have a unique goal and present different challenges to computational linguists. In the following subsections, I briefly compare event extraction research with several other related NLP study areas. In addition, I will also discuss research in text segmentation and modeling document-level content transitions, which are closely related to my research on discourse-guided event extraction architectures.

2.4.1 Relation Extraction

Research has been done on relation extraction (e.g., [99, 119, 78, 17, 16]), which aims to identify predefined semantic relations between pairs of entities in text. In contrast, an event can consist of more than two entities. However, as discussed earlier, many classic event extraction methods decompose event extraction to extracting one event role filler a
time and thus, the event extraction task can be viewed as classifying the relation between an event trigger and a potential extraction.

Relation extraction methods mainly fall into two categories, feature-based methods and kernel-based methods. Feature-based methods ([78, 123]) for relation extraction encode various lexical, syntactic and semantic features explicitly when training classification models. In comparison, kernel-based methods ([119, 27, 17, 120, 121, 124]) explore the parsing or dependency structural information of the text between two entities implicitly by computing the similarity between two objects via a kernel function.

Recently, Bunescu and Mooney [16] proposed a weakly supervised relation extraction approach that requires only a few pairs of well-known entities, where some (positive) pairs clearly exhibit a particular relation while others (negative) do not. Sentences containing the examples are extracted from the web. They assume that many sentences containing a positive entity pair state the desired relation, and none of the sentences containing a negative entity pair state the relation. Multiple instance learning was used to exploit this weakly supervised learning setting. Lately, researchers have used distant supervision ([73, 116, 43]) leveraged from existing databases to initiate the learning of relation extractors with many more entity pairs.

2.4.2 Open Information Extraction

Open Information Extraction (Open IE) is the task of extracting assertions from massive corpora, commonly the web, without requiring a pre-specified vocabulary. Open IE techniques (e.g., KNOWITALL [28] and TEXTRUNNER [9]) have been developed to generate a large set of domain independent relational tuples from texts in the web. Each of the learned relational tuples generally consists of a pair of entities and a string to represent the relation between the entity pair. NELL (short for Never Ending Language Learning, [19, 20]) is another IE learner that is initiated by a handful of relation pairs and continues to accumulate learned relations. NELL simultaneously learns classifiers for different entity categories and relations aided by an ontology defining constraints that couple the classifier training.

2.4.3 Semantic Role Labeling

A large amount of research has been conducted for semantic role labeling ([35, 114, 110, 90, 38, 117, 21]), also called shallow semantic parsing, which aims to detect semantic arguments of a predicate and classify the arguments into their semantic roles. The
predicate is usually a verb or a noun in a sentence and the arguments are mostly from
the same sentence as the predicate. Compared to event extraction, semantic role labeling
focuses on semantic analysis of individual predicates, instead of extracting certain types of
information with respect to an event. Frequently, fillers of a certain type of event role can
perform distinct semantic roles when associated with different predicates. For example,
in terrorism events, perpetrators can be both the agent of actions such as “bombed”, and
the patient of predicates such as “arrested”.

2.4.4 Text Segmentation
My event extraction research is loosely related to text segmentation ([39, 12, 54, 47, 65,
52]), which aims to divide a document into consecutive segments such that each segment
describes a coherent central topic. Similarly, my research targets better event extraction
performance by identifying contexts in a document that describe a particular type of
event. However, text segmentation systems generally produce text segments that consist
of a series of sentences discussing the same topic. In comparison, my discourse-guided
event extraction architectures detect event contexts as fine as an individual sentence in a
document.

2.4.5 Document-level Content Models
My work is also related to the document-level content models introduced by [10],
which utilized a novel adaptation of the generative sequential model HMMs [91] to capture
the topics that the texts address and the transitions between topics. The learned topic
sequences improved two applications, information ordering and extractive summarization.
Recently, [102] incorporates the latent content structure directly into two text analysis
tasks, extractive summarization and sentiment analysis, in a joint learning framework.
In one of my discourse oriented event extraction architectures, I will include a structured
sentence classifier to model the textual cohesion across sentences in a document. How-
ever, the structured sentence classifier as included in my second discourse-guided event
extracion model is different from the structured content models, because the former is
trained discriminatively and with respect to one particular task.

2.5 Event Recognition
In this dissertation, I study event recognition too, which aims to identify documents
describing a specific type of event. This is different from event extraction studies that
aim to produce full representations of events. There has been relatively little work that focuses specifically on the event recognition task, but event recognition has been studied in the context of other tasks.

2.5.1 “Text Filtering” in Event Extraction

There has been a lot of research on event extraction (e.g., [1, 8, 93, 115, 23, 18, 109, 108, 103]), where the goal is to extract facts about events. The MUC-4 evaluation [74] included “text filtering” results that measured the performance of event extraction systems at identifying event-relevant documents. The best text filtering results were high (about 90% F score), but relied on hand-built event extraction systems. More recently, some research has incorporated event region detectors into event extraction systems to improve extraction performance [37, 83].

2.5.2 Event Detection in Social Media

There has been recent work on event detection from social media sources [11, 86]. Some research identifies specific types of events in tweets, such as earthquakes [101] and entertainment events [13]. There has been work on event trend detection [58, 68] and event prediction through social media, such as predicting elections [111, 26] or stock market indicators [122]. [98] generated a calendar of events mentioned on twitter. [71] proposed structured retrieval of historical event information over microblog archives by distilling high quality event representations using a novel temporal query expansion technique.

2.5.3 Text Classification

Text classification techniques [79, 31, 50] categorize documents according to their topics or themes. There is also text classification research that has focused on event categories. [95] used an information extraction system to generate relevancy signatures that were indicative of different event types. This work originally relied on manually labeled patterns and a hand-crafted semantic dictionary. Later work [96] eliminated the need for the dictionary and labeled patterns, but still assumed the availability of relevant/irrelevant training texts, and required a parser to match the linguistic patterns in new texts.
2.5.4 Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT)

Event recognition is also related to Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT) [4, 3] which addresses event-based organization of a stream of news stories. Event recognition is similar to New Event Detection (NED), also called First Story Detection (FSD), which is considered the most difficult TDT task [5]. Typical approaches reduce documents to a set of features, either as a word vector [6] or a probability distribution [48], and compare the incoming stories to stories that appeared in the past by computing similarities between their feature representations. Recently, event paraphrases [85] have been explored to deal with the diversity of event descriptions. However, the NED task differs from our event recognition task because we want to find all stories describing a certain type of event, not just new events.

2.5.5 Faceted Search v.s Multi-faceted Event Recognition

Faceted search ([40, 112]) enables users to explore a multi-dimensional information space by combining text search with a progressive narrowing of choices in each dimension. Information dimensions are also called facets, which correspond to properties of the information elements, e.g., webpages and are useful to organize a large collection of information. However, in my multi-faceted event recognition approach, facets refer to specific defining characteristics of event, e.g., purpose of events. Furthermore, I use facets, in addition to event expressions, to accurately identify events of a particular type.

2.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, I first overviewed the event extraction task and surveyed classic approaches for extracting events from texts. Then I discussed recent advances in event extraction research and compared my work with the newly proposed approaches. I also briefly reviewed several NLP research areas that are related to event extraction. Finally, I discussed previous event recognition research that has mainly under other guises.
CHAPTER 3

TIER: A MULTI-LAYERED DISCOURSE-GUIDED EVENT EXTRACTION ARCHITECTURE

As explained in Chapter 1, the goal of event extraction systems is to identify entities and objects (mainly noun phrases) that perform key roles in events. Most current event extraction systems heavily rely on local context when making extraction decisions. For example, a system that extracts information about murders will recognize expressions associated with murder (e.g., “killed”, “assassinated”, or “shot to death”) and extract role fillers from the surrounding context. Therefore, most current event extraction systems generally tackle event recognition and role filler extraction at the same time and primarily recognize contexts that explicitly refer to a relevant event.

However, lacking the view of wider context limits the coverage of traditional event extraction systems because many role fillers occur in contexts that do not explicitly mention the event, and those fillers are often overlooked. For example, the perpetrator of a murder may be mentioned in the context of an arrest, an eyewitness report, or speculation about possible suspects. Victims may be named in sentences that discuss the aftermath of the event, such as the identification of bodies, transportation of the injured to a hospital, or conclusions drawn from an investigation. I will refer to these types of sentences as “secondary contexts” because they are generally not part of the main event description.

To illustrate how secondary event contexts occur in event descriptions, Figure 3.1 shows a typical terrorism event story. The news article starts with introducing a kidnapping event at the beginning of the story, followed by an elaboration on the victim names and affiliation information in the context of a person identification. Then, the article reverts back to convey more information about the kidnapping event, including specifically when it happened and the perpetrators involved. The mission of event extraction systems is to extract the underlined pieces of text and label each with their corresponding roles.
It is relatively easy for current event extraction systems to extract the event information in the first and third sentences because both sentences explicitly refer to the kidnapping event (primary contexts). However, the middle sentence, without consulting the wider discourse, describes person identification that is not directly related to terrorism events. The victim information within it tends to be overlooked by current event extraction systems because this sentence does not contain any mention of the kidnapping event. The second sentence is a good representative of secondary contexts that commonly follow the main event descriptions and describe activities that tend to happen after the events of interest.

To extract event information buried in secondary contexts, one option is to carry out discourse analysis that can explicitly link secondary contexts to the main event, but discourse modeling by itself is a difficult problem. As in Figure 3.1, if we can accurately detect that the noun phrases “THE TWO U.S. CITIZENS” from the first sentence and “THE VICTIMS” from the second sentence actually refer to the same entity, then we can associate the person identification context with the kidnapping event and extract the victim information from the later sentence. However, entity coreference resolution across sentences is still a challenging problem in its own right.

In this chapter, I will introduce a multi-layered event extraction architecture, TIER, that can effectively seek event information out of secondary contexts and therefore improve the extraction coverage, while maintaining high precision. In the following sections, I will first discuss the challenges and obstacles of identifying secondary event contexts. Then I will present my multi-layered event extraction architecture that can extract event information from both primary and secondary contexts. I will focus on the main idea that is to analyze text in multiple granularities (document, sentence and noun phrase
levels) to zoom in on the relevant event information. I will also elaborate on the features
and machine learning settings used to implement a working system of the multi-layered
event extraction architecture. Finally, I will present the evaluation results on two event
domains. The first dataset is a standard event extraction benchmark collection for
terrorism events. The second dataset was created recently to evaluate event extraction
for civil unrest events.

Figure 3.2. Another Typical Terrorism Event Story (Document ID: TST1-MUC3-0026, excerpted)
3.1 Challenges in Detecting Secondary Event Contexts

My goal here is to improve event extraction by learning to identify secondary role filler contexts in the absence of event keywords. I create a set of classifiers to recognize role-specific contexts that suggest the presence of a likely role filler regardless of whether a relevant event is mentioned or not. For example, my model should recognize that a sentence describing an arrest probably includes a reference to a perpetrator, even though the crime itself is reported elsewhere. Please refer to subsection 3.4.1 for the details of creating role-specific sentence classifiers.

Figure 3.3. An Event Narrative Story about Civil Unrest

Extracting information from these secondary contexts can be risky, however, unless we know that the larger context is discussing a relevant event. As an example, Figure 3.2 shows another terrorism event story. Unlike the one in Figure 3.1, this document focuses on an irrelevant topic about the presence of British and Israeli mercenaries and only briefly mentions terrorism events (mass murders) towards the end of the document. However, the person identification contexts, while exactly the same as in the story 3.1, do not contain victim information of terrorism events, because their surrounding larger contexts are mainly about an irrelevant topic. If event extraction systems scrutinize
secondary contexts and extract their noun phrases indiscriminately, false hits will be produced that will affect extraction accuracy. Therefore, it is necessary to distinguish this type of documents from the ones as in Figure 3.1, to well identify valid secondary event contexts.

Specifically, I define an event narrative as an article whose main purpose is to report the details of an event. I will refer to the documents similar to the one in Figure 3.2 as fleeting reference texts because they do not focus on describing an event and only mention a relevant event briefly in the document. For example, the MUC-4 corpus, includes interviews, speeches, and terrorist propaganda that contain information about terrorist events. The categorizing of documents that mention events into event narratives and fleeting references is a general observation across different types of events. Figure 3.3 and 3.4 show examples of an event narrative and a fleeting reference accordingly for civil unrest events. Specifically, the story as shown in Figure 3.4 is an event narrative about an attack, but contains a fleeting reference to a civil unrest event. Instead of manifesting each piece of event information as in Figure 3.1 and 3.2, the underlined sentences refer to the parts of documents that contain event information.

Figure 3.4. A Story with a Fleeting Reference about Civil Unrest
3.2 TIER: Zooming in on Event Information by Multi-Granularity Text Analysis

The main idea behind my approach is to analyze documents at multiple levels of granularity in order to identify role fillers that occur in different types of contexts. My event extraction model progressively “zooms in” on relevant information by first identifying the document type, then identifying sentences that are likely to contain relevant information, and finally analyzing individual noun phrases to identify role fillers.

The key advantage of this architecture is that it allows us to search for information using two different principles: (1) we look for contexts that directly refer to the event, as per most traditional event extraction systems, and (2) we look for secondary contexts that are often associated with a specific type of role filler. Identifying these role-specific contexts can root out important facts would have been otherwise missed. This multi-layered approach creates an event extraction system that can discover role fillers in a variety of different contexts, while maintaining good precision.

To accurately detect secondary event contexts, I adopt a two-pronged strategy for event extraction that handles event narrative documents differently from other documents. I apply the role-specific sentence classifiers only to event narratives to aggressively search for role fillers in these stories. However, other types of documents can mention relevant events too. To ensure that relevant information is extracted from all documents, I also apply a conservative extraction process to every document to extract facts from explicit event sentences.

![Figure 3.5. TIER: A Multi-Layered Architecture for Event Extraction](image-url)
My complete event extraction model, called TIER (as shown in Figure 3.5), incorporates both document genre and role-specific context recognition into 3 layers of analysis: document analysis, sentence analysis, and noun phrase (NP) analysis. At the top level, I train a text genre classifier to identify event narrative documents. At the middle level, I create two types of sentence classifiers. Event sentence classifiers identify sentences that are associated with relevant events, and role-specific context classifiers identify sentences that contain possible role fillers irrespective of whether an event is mentioned. At the lowest level, I use role filler extractors to label individual noun phrases as role fillers. As documents pass through the pipeline, they are analyzed at different levels of granularity. All documents pass through the event sentence classifier, and event sentences are given to the role filler extractors. Documents identified as event narratives additionally pass through role-specific sentence classifiers, and the role-specific sentences are also given to the role filler extractors.

### 3.3 Stratified Extraction: Two Extraction Paths

An important aspect of my model is that two different strategies are employed to
handle documents of different types. The event extraction task is to find any description of a relevant event, even if the event is not the main topic of the article. Consequently, in the first extraction path as illustrated in Figure 3.6, all documents are given to the event sentence recognizers and their mission is to identify any sentence that mentions a relevant event. This path through the pipeline is conservative because information is extracted only from event sentences, but all documents are processed, including stories that contain only a fleeting reference to a relevant event.

The second path (as shown in Figure 3.7) through the pipeline performs additional processing for documents that belong to the event narrative text genre. For event narratives, we assume that most of the document discusses a relevant event so we can more aggressively hunt for event-related information in secondary contexts.

In the following subsections, I explain how I create the two types of sentence classifiers and the role filler extractors. I will return to the issue of document genre and the event narrative classifier in Section 3.4.3.

3.4 Implementing TIER: Features and Learning Settings

3.4.1 Sentence Classification

I have argued that event role fillers commonly occur in two types of contexts: event contexts and role-specific secondary contexts. For the purposes of this research, I use sentences as my definition of a “context”, although there are obviously many other possible definitions. An event context is a sentence that describes the actual event. A secondary context is a sentence that provides information related to an event but in the context of other activities that may precede or follow the event.

For both types of classifiers, I use exactly the same feature set, but I train them in different ways. Generally in event extraction annotations, each document that describes a relevant event has answer key templates with the role fillers (answer key strings) for relevant events. To train the event sentence recognizer, I consider a sentence to be a positive training instance if it contains one or more answer key strings from any of the event roles. All remaining sentences that do not contain any answer key strings are used as negative instances.

There is no guarantee that a classifier trained in this way will identify event sentences, but my hypothesis was that training across all of the event roles together would produce a classifier that learns to recognize general event contexts. This approach was also used
to train GLACIER’s sentential event recognizer [100], and they demonstrated that this approach worked reasonably well when compared to training with event sentences labelled by human judges.

The main contribution of my work is introducing additional role-specific sentence classifiers to seek out role fillers that appear in less obvious secondary contexts. I train a set of role-specific sentence classifiers, one for each type of event role. Every sentence that contains a role filler of the appropriate type is used as a positive training instance. Sentences that do not contain any answer key strings are negative instances. I intentionally do not use sentences that contain fillers for competing event roles as negative instances because sentences often contain multiple role fillers of different types (e.g., a weapon may be found near a body). Sentences without any role fillers are certain to be irrelevant contexts. In this way, I force each classifier to focus on the contexts specific to its particular event role. I expect the role-specific sentence classifiers to find some secondary contexts that the event sentence classifier will miss, although some sentences may be classified as both.

Using all possible negative instances would produce an extremely skewed ratio of negative to positive instances. To control the skew and keep the training set-up consistent with the event sentence classifier, I randomly choose from the negative instances to produce the same ratio of negative to positive instances as the event sentence classifier.

Both types of classifiers use an SVM model created with SVMlin [53], and exactly the same features. The feature set consists of the unigrams and bigrams that appear in the training texts, the semantic class of each noun phrase, plus a few additional features to represent the tense of the main verb phrase in the sentence and whether the document is long (> 35 words) or short (< 5 words). All of the feature values are binary.

3.4.2 Role Filler Extractors

My extraction model also includes a set of role filler extractors, one per event role. Each extractor receives a sentence as input and determines which noun phrases (NPs) in the sentence are fillers for the event role. To train an SVM classifier, noun phrases corresponding to answer key strings for the event role are positive instances. I randomly

---

1I used the Sundance parser [97] to identify noun phrases and assign semantic class labels.
choose among all noun phrases that are not in the answer keys to create a 10:1\(^2\) ratio of negative to positive instances.

The feature set for the role filler extractors is much richer than that of the sentence classifiers because they must carefully consider the local context surrounding a noun phrase. I will refer to the noun phrase being labelled as the targeted NP. The role filler extractors use three types of features:

**Lexical features:** I represent four words to the left and four words to the right of the targeted NP, as well as the head noun and modifiers (adjectives and noun modifiers) of the targeted NP itself.

**Lexico-syntactic patterns:** I use the AutoSlog pattern generator [92] to automatically create lexico-syntactic patterns around each noun phrase in the sentence. These patterns are similar to dependency relations in that they typically represent the syntactic role of the NP with respect to other constituents (e.g., subject-of, object-of, and noun arguments).

**Semantic features:** I use the Stanford NER tagger [?] to determine if the targeted NP is a named entity, and I use the Sundance parser [97] to assign semantic class labels to each NP’s head noun.

### 3.4.3 Event Narrative Document Classification

One of my goals was to explore the use of document genre to permit more aggressive strategies for extracting role fillers. In this section, I first present an analysis of one of my experimental datasets, the MUC-4 data set, a standard benchmark collection of terrorism event stories that are used for evaluating event extraction systems, which reveals the distribution of event narratives in the corpus. Next, I will explain how I train a classifier to automatically identify event narrative stories.

#### Manual Analysis

I define an event narrative as an article whose main focus is on reporting the details of an event. For the purposes of this research, I am only concerned with events that are relevant to the event extraction task (i.e., terrorism). An irrelevant document is an article that does not mention any relevant events. In between these extremes is another category of documents that briefly mention a relevant event, but the event is not the focus of the article. I will refer to these documents as fleeting reference documents. Many\(^2\)

\(^2\)This ratio was determined empirically by optimising performance on the tuning data, it may need to be adjusted for unseen domains.
of the fleeting reference documents in the MUC-4 corpus are transcripts of interviews, speeches, or terrorist propaganda communiques that refer to a terrorist event and mention at least one role filler, but within a discussion about a different topic (e.g., the political ramifications of a terrorist incident).

To gain a better understanding of how I might create a system to automatically distinguish event narrative documents from fleeting reference documents, I manually labelled the 116 relevant documents in the tuning set. This was an informal study solely to help us understand the nature of these texts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th># of Event Narratives</th>
<th># of Fleeting Ref. Docs</th>
<th>Acc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gold Standard</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heuristics</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1. Manual Analysis of Document Types

The first row of Table 3.1 shows the distribution of event narratives and fleeting references based on my “gold standard” manual annotations. We see that more than half of the relevant documents (62/116) are not focused on reporting a terrorist event, even though they contain information about a terrorist event somewhere in the document.

**Heuristics for Event Narrative Identification**

My goal is to train a document classifier to automatically identify event narratives. The MUC-4 answer keys reveal which documents are relevant and irrelevant with respect to the terrorism domain, but they do not tell us which relevant documents are event narratives and which are fleeting reference stories. Based on my manual analysis of the tuning set, I developed several heuristics to help separate them.

I observed two types of clues: the location of the relevant information, and the density of relevant information. First, I noticed that event narratives tend to mention relevant information within the first several sentences, whereas fleeting reference texts usually mention relevant information only in the middle or end of the document. Therefore my first heuristic requires that an event narrative mention a role filler within the first several sentences.

Second, event narratives generally have a higher density of relevant information. I use several criteria to estimate information density because a single criterion was inadequate to cover different scenarios. For example, some documents mention role fillers throughout
the document. Other documents contain a high concentration of role fillers in some parts of the document but no role fillers in other parts. I developed three density heuristics to account for different situations. All of these heuristics count distinct role fillers. The first density heuristic requires that more than 50% of the sentences contain at least one role filler \( \frac{|\text{RelSents}|}{|\text{AllSents}|} > 0.5 \). Figure 3.8 shows histograms for different values of this ratio in the event narrative (a) vs. the fleeting reference documents (b) in MUC-4 dataset. The histograms clearly show that documents with a high (> 50%) ratio are almost always event narratives.

A second density heuristic requires that the ratio of different types of roles to sentences be > 50% \( \frac{|\text{Roles}|}{|\text{AllSents}|} > 0.5 \). A third density heuristic requires that the ratio of distinct role fillers to sentences be > 70% \( \frac{|\text{RoleFillers}|}{|\text{AllSents}|} > 0.7 \). If any of these three criteria are satisfied, then the document is considered to have a high density of relevant information.³

I use these heuristics to label a document as an event narrative if: (1) it has a high density of relevant information, AND (2) it mentions a role filler within the first 7 sentences.

The second row of Table 3.1 shows the performance of these heuristics on the tuning set in MUC-4 dataset. The heuristics correctly identify \( \frac{40}{51} \) event narratives and \( \frac{55}{62} \) fleeting reference stories, to achieve an overall accuracy of 82%. These results are undoubtedly optimistic because the heuristics were derived from analysis of the tuning set. But we felt

³Heuristic #1 covers most of the event narratives.
confident enough to move forward with using these heuristics to generate training data for an event narrative classifier.

**Event Narrative Classifier**

The heuristics above use the answer keys to help determine whether a story belongs to the event narrative genre, but my goal is to create a classifier that can identify event narrative documents without the benefit of answer keys. So I used the heuristics to automatically create training data for a classifier by labelling each relevant document in the training set as an event narrative or not. In the MUC-4 dataset, of the 700 relevant documents, 292 were labeled as event narratives. I then trained a document classifier using the 292 event narrative documents as positive instances and all irrelevant training documents as negative instances. The 308 relevant documents that were not identified as event narratives were discarded to minimize noise (i.e., On the tuning data, my heuristics failed to identify 25% of the event narratives.). I then trained an SVM classifier using bag-of-words (unigram) features.

Table 3.2 shows the performance of the event narrative classifier on the manually labeled tuning set in MUC-4 dataset. The classifier identified 69% of the event narratives with 63% precision. Overall accuracy was 81%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.69</td>
<td>.63</td>
<td>.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3.2. Event Narrative Classifier Results**

At first glance, the performance of this classifier is mediocre. However, these results should be interpreted loosely because there is not always a clear dividing line between event narratives and other documents. For example, some documents begin with a specific event description in the first few paragraphs but then digress to discuss other topics. Fortunately, it is not essential for TIER to have a perfect event narrative classifier since all documents will be processed by the event sentence recognizer anyway. The recall of the event narrative classifier means that nearly 70% of the event narratives will get additional scrutiny, which should help to find additional role fillers. Its precision of 63% means that some documents that are not event narratives will also get additional scrutiny, but information will be extracted only if both the role-specific sentence recognizer and NP extractors believe they have found something relevant.
**Domain-relevant Document Classifier**

For comparison’s sake, I also created a document classifier to identify *domain-relevant* documents. That is, I trained a classifier to determine whether a document is relevant to the domain of terrorism, irrespective of the style of the document. I trained an SVM classifier with the same bag-of-words feature set, using all relevant documents in the training set as positive instances and all irrelevant documents as negative instances. I use this classifier for several experiments described in the next section.

### 3.5 Evaluation

#### 3.5.1 Data Sets

To verify the general applicability of my multi-layered event extraction architecture to extract events of different types, I will evaluate the implemented system on two datasets of distinct event domains.

The first one is the MUC-4 data set [74], a standard benchmark collection for evaluating event extraction systems. The corpus consists of 1700 documents about Latin American terrorist events including kidnapping, arson, bombing and other attack events. Each document comes with associated answer key templates, a template per event. Roughly half of the documents are relevant (i.e., they mention at least 1 terrorist event) and the rest are irrelevant.

The second domain is for civil unrest events. Civil unrest (CU) is a broad term that is typically used to describe a form of public disturbance caused by a group of people for a purpose. Types of civil unrest can include strikes, rallies, sit-ins and other forms of obstructions, riots, sabotage, and other forms of public disturbance motivated by a cause. I went through the pipeline of human annotations to create the civil unrest dataset. I defined initial annotation guidelines and modified them in several iterations to address the confusions and issues that the annotators came across when they applied the guidelines. The annotated documents were selected from the English Gigaword corpus [81], by randomly sampling from the documents that contain one of six predefined civil unrest event keyword, “protest”, “strike”, “march”, “rally”, “riot” and “occupy”, or their variations.

**Creating Civil Unrest Event Annotations**

The annotations were obtained through two stages. First, at the document level,
two annotators identified the documents that mention a civil unrest event, following the guidelines as specified in Appendix A. In this stage, the two annotators first annotated 100 documents in common and they achieved a relatively high $\kappa$ score of .82. Cohen’s kappa coefficient is a statistical measure of inter-rater agreement. It is generally thought to be a more robust measure than simple percent agreement calculation because $\kappa$ takes into account the agreement occurring by chance. Then each annotator annotated 150 more documents. Therefore in total, 400 documents were annotated in this stage. Out of 400 documents, 129 documents were labeled as event relevant. Therefore, around two thirds of the documents that contain event keywords did not mention any civil unrest event.

The second stage annotated the documents that have been labeled as event relevant in the previous stage, with segments of text that correspond to one of the identified event roles for civil unrest events. Before event role filler annotations, I removed summary articles first and then had annotators label the rest documents. Summary articles are essentially a list of news summaries and do not elaborate on any particular story. Specifically, I removed 28 summary articles, among these, 14 was labeled as event relevant. Therefore, 372 documents will be used for evaluating my event extraction systems. The event role filler annotation guidelines are specified in Appendix B. Figure 3.10 shows a sample document (This document is the same as the one we have seen previously as in Figure 3.3, and the underlined sentences are event relevant.) and its annotations. Over six event roles, the annotators achieved the overall $\kappa$ score of .83. Then the two annotators adjudicated their decisions to create the final civil unrest event annotations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PerpInd</th>
<th>PerpOrg</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Victim</th>
<th>Weapon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>129</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3. # of Role Fillers in the MUC-4 Test Set

3.5.2 Evaluation Methods

For the MUC-4 data set, I evaluate the implemented system on the five “string-fill” event roles: perpetrator individuals, perpetrator organizations, physical targets, victims and weapons. Table 3.3 shows the distribution of gold role fillers in the MUC-4 test set. For the civil unrest data set, I evaluate the system on four event roles: agent, site, location
and *instruments*. Table 3.4 shows the distribution of gold role fillers in the Civil Unrest data set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Instrument</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>408</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3.4. # of Role Fillers in the CU Test Set**

The complete IE task involves template generation, which is complex because many documents have multiple templates (i.e., they discuss multiple events). My work focuses on extracting individual facts and not on template generation per se (e.g., I do not perform coreference resolution or event tracking). Consequently, my evaluation follows that of other recent work and evaluates the accuracy of the extractions themselves by matching the head nouns of extracted NPs with the head nouns of answer key strings (e.g., “armed guerrillas” is considered to match “guerrillas”).

### 3.5.3 Metrics

My results are reported as Precision/Recall/F(1)-score for each event role separately. *Precision* measures the accuracy of event extraction systems and it is defined as the ratio of the correct role filler extractions over the total number of extractions generated by a system. *Recall* measures the coverage of event extraction systems. It is defined as the ratio of the correct role filler extractions over the total number of gold extractions that are annotated by humans. *F(1)-score* is the harmonic mean of *Precision* and *Recall*. The following defines *F(1)-score*:

\[
F(1)\text{-score} = \frac{2 \times \text{Precision} \times \text{Recall}}{\text{Precision} + \text{Recall}}
\]

I also show an overall average for all event roles combined.

---

4. Two other event roles, *victim* and *(aected) facilities*, were annotated too, but I decided not to include them in the evaluation because they are only sparsely seen in civil unrest descriptions.

5. Pronouns were discarded since I do not perform coreference resolution. Duplicate extractions with the same head noun were counted as one hit or one miss.

6. For the previous systems that I compare my systems to, I generated the Average scores myself by macro-averaging over the scores reported for the individual event roles.
3.6 Evaluating TIER on the MUC-4 Data Set

In this section, I will show experimental results on the MUC-4 data set. MUC-4 data is a standard benchmark collection and it has been used to evaluate several previous event extraction systems. Therefore, for this data set, I can compare the performance of my system with three other event extraction systems that have reported evaluation results on this data set. To be consistent with previously reported results, out of the total 1700 documents, I use the 1300 DEV documents for training, 200 documents (TST1+TST2) as a tuning set and 200 documents (TST3+TST4) as the test set.

In addition to reporting the results of my multi-layered event extraction system, I will also evaluate its variations by replacing or taking off certain components of the full system. Finally, based on the performance of my system, I will present my analysis on the tuning documents of the MUC-4 data set, shedding light on the strengths and limitations of TIER.

3.6.1 Baselines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>PerpInd</th>
<th>PerpOrg</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Victim</th>
<th>Weapon</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AutoSlog-TS</td>
<td>33/49/40</td>
<td>52/33/41</td>
<td>54/59/56</td>
<td>49/54/51</td>
<td>38/44/41</td>
<td>45/48/46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantic Affinity</td>
<td>48/39/43</td>
<td>36/58/45</td>
<td>56/46/50</td>
<td>46/44/45</td>
<td>53/46/50</td>
<td>48/47/47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLACIER</td>
<td>51/58/54</td>
<td>34/45/38</td>
<td>43/72/53</td>
<td>55/58/56</td>
<td>57/53/55</td>
<td>48/57/52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

New Results without document classification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>PerpInd</th>
<th>PerpOrg</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Victim</th>
<th>Weapon</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AllSent</td>
<td>25/67/36</td>
<td>26/78/39</td>
<td>34/83/49</td>
<td>32/72/45</td>
<td>30/75/43</td>
<td>30/75/42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EventSent</td>
<td>52/54/53</td>
<td>50/44/47</td>
<td>52/67/59</td>
<td>55/51/53</td>
<td>56/57/56</td>
<td>53/54/54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RoleSent</td>
<td>37/54/44</td>
<td>37/58/45</td>
<td>49/75/59</td>
<td>52/60/55</td>
<td>38/66/48</td>
<td>43/63/51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EventSent+RoleSent</td>
<td>38/60/46</td>
<td>36/63/46</td>
<td>47/78/59</td>
<td>52/64/57</td>
<td>36/66/47</td>
<td>42/66/51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

New Results with document classification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>PerpInd</th>
<th>PerpOrg</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Victim</th>
<th>Weapon</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dom/(ESent+RSent)</td>
<td>45/54/49</td>
<td>42/51/46</td>
<td>51/68/58</td>
<td>54/56/55</td>
<td>46/63/53</td>
<td>48/58/52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESent+Dom/RSent</td>
<td>43/59/50</td>
<td>45/61/52</td>
<td>51/77/61</td>
<td>52/61/56</td>
<td>44/66/53</td>
<td>47/65/54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESent+ENarr/RSent</td>
<td>48/57/52</td>
<td>46/53/50</td>
<td>51/73/60</td>
<td>56/60/58</td>
<td>53/64/58</td>
<td>51/62/56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.5. Experimental results on the MUC-4 Data Set, reported as Precision/Recall/F-score

As baselines, I compare the performance of my IE system with three other event extraction systems. The first baseline is AutoSlog-TS [93], which uses domain-specific extraction patterns. AutoSlog-TS applies its patterns to every sentence in every document, so does not attempt to explicitly identify relevant sentences or documents. The next two baselines are more recent systems: the [83] semantic affinity model (PIPER) and the [100] GLACIER system. The semantic affinity approach explicitly identifies event
sentences and uses patterns that have a semantic affinity for an event role to extract role fillers. GLACIER is a probabilistic model that incorporates both phrasal and sentential evidence jointly to label role fillers. Please also refer to Patwardhan’s Ph.D. dissertation [82] for more details.

The first 3 rows in Table 3.5 show the results for each of these systems on the MUC-4 test set. They all used the same evaluation criteria as my results.

3.6.2 Experimental Results

The middle portion of Table 3.5 shows the results of a variety of event extraction models that I created using different components of my system. The **AllSent** row shows the performance of my Role Filler Extractors when applied to every sentence in every document. This system produced high recall, but precision was consistently low.

The **EventSent** row shows the performance of my Role Filler Extractors applied only to the *event sentences* identified by my event sentence classifier. This boosts precision across all event roles, but with a sharp reduction in recall. There is a roughly 20 point swing from recall to precision. These results are similar to GLACIER’s results on most event roles, which isn’t surprising because GLACIER also incorporates event sentence identification.

The **RoleSent** row shows the results of my Role Filler Extractors applied only to the *role-specific sentences* identified by my classifiers. There is a 12-13 point swing from recall to precision compared to the **AllSent** row. As expected, extracting facts from role-specific contexts that do not necessarily refer to an event is less reliable. The **EventSent+RoleSent** row shows the results when information is extracted from both types of sentences. I see slightly higher recall, which confirms that one set of extractions is not a strict subset of the other. But precision is still relatively low.

The next set of experiments incorporates document classification as the third layer of text analysis. Here, I wanted to determine how event narrative document classification performed compared to topic-based document classification, as used in the multi-layered event extraction implementations. Therefore, I trained two different document classifiers. The Event Narrative Document Classifier (**ENarr**) was trained to identify event narratives, which are documents that are dedicated to report details of events. In contrast, Domain-relevant Document Classifier (**Dom**), as described in Section 3.4.3, was trained to determine whether a document is relevant to the domain and describes any relevant event, irrespective of the style of the document. The **Dom/(ESent+RSent)** row shows
the results of applying both types of sentence classifiers only to documents identified as domain-relevant by the Domain-relevant Document Classifier. Extracting information only from domain-relevant documents improves precision by +6, but also sacrifices 8 points of recall.

The EventSent row revealed that information found in event sentences has the highest precision, even without relying on document classification. I concluded that evidence of an event sentence is probably sufficient to warrant role filler extraction irrespective of the style of the document. As I discussed in Section 3.4.3, many documents contain only a fleeting reference to an event, so it is important to be able to extract information from those isolated event descriptions as well. Consequently, I created a system, ESent+Dom/RSent, that extracts information from event sentences in all documents, but extracts information from role-specific sentences only if they appear in a domain-relevant document. This architecture captured the best of both worlds: recall improved from 58% to 65% with only a one point drop in precision.

Finally, I evaluated the idea of using document genre as a filter instead of domain relevance. The last row, ESent+ENarr/RSent, shows the results of my final architecture which extracts information from event sentences in all documents, but extracts information from role-specific sentences only in Event Narrative documents. This architecture produced the best F1 score of 56. This model increases precision by an additional 4 points and produces the best balance of recall and precision. Therefore, compared to the Domain-relevant Document Classifier, event narrative genre recognition is more effective to seek out secondary event contexts, when plugged in the multi-layered event extraction architecture.

Overall, TIER’s multi-layered extraction architecture produced higher F1 scores than previous systems on four of the five event roles. The improved recall is due to the additional extractions from secondary contexts. The improved precision comes from my two-pronged strategy of treating event narratives differently from other documents. TIER aggressively searches for extractions in event narrative stories but is conservative and extracts information only from event sentences in all other documents.

3.6.3 Analysis

I looked through some examples of TIER’s output to try to gain insight about its strengths and limitations. TIER’s role-specific sentence classifiers did correctly identify some sentences containing role fillers that were not classified as event sentences. Several
examples are shown below, with the role fillers in italics:

(1) “The victims were identified as David Lecky, director of the Columbus school, and James Arthur Donnelly.”

(2) “There were seven children, including four of the Vice President’s children, in the home at the time.”

(3) “The woman fled and sought refuge inside the facilities of the Salvadoran Alberto Masferrer University, where she took a group of students as hostages, threatening them with hand grenades.”

(4) “The FMLN stated that several homes were damaged and that animals were killed in the surrounding hamlets and villages.”

The first two sentences identify victims, but the terrorist event itself was mentioned earlier in the document. The third sentence contains a perpetrator (the woman), victims (students), and weapons (hand grenades) in the context of a hostage situation after the main event (a bus attack), when the perpetrator escaped. The fourth sentence describes incidental damage to civilian homes during clashes between government forces and guerrillas.

However there is substantial room for improvement in each of TIER’s subcomponents, and many role fillers are still overlooked. One reason is that it can be difficult to recognize acts of terrorism. Many sentences refer to a potentially relevant subevent (e.g., injury or physical damage) but recognizing that the event is part of a terrorist incident depends on the larger discourse. For example, consider the examples below that TIER did not recognize as relevant sentences:

(5) “Later, two individuals in a Chevrolet Opala automobile pointed AK rifles at the students, fired some shots, and quickly drove away.”

(6) “Meanwhile, national police members who were dressed in civilian clothes seized university students Hugo Martinez and Raul Ramirez, who are still missing.”
(7) “All labor union offices in San Salvador were looted.”

In the first sentence, the event is described as someone pointing rifles at people and
the perpetrators are referred to simply as individuals. There are no strong keywords in
this sentence that reveal this is a terrorist attack. In the second sentence, police are
being accused of state-sponsored terrorism when they seize civilians. The verb “seize” is
common in this corpus, but usually refers to the seizing of weapons or drug stashes, not
people. The third sentence describes a looting subevent. Acts of looting and vandalism
are not usually considered to be terrorism, but in this article it is in the context of
accusations of terrorist acts by government officials.

3.7 Evaluating TIER on the Civil Unrest Data Set

Compared to the MUC-4 corpus (1700 documents), the Civil Unrest data set (372
documents) is much smaller. Therefore, for this data set, I will report the 10-fold cross
validation results. Similar to the evaluation for the MUC-4 corpus, for the civil unrest data
set, I will also evaluate both my multi-layered event extraction system and its variations
by replacing or taking off certain components of the full system. Then concerned with
the limited size of this data set, I will show the learning curve of my full multi-layered
event extraction system by running the system on a quarter of the data and increasing
the data by another quarter per run.

3.7.1 Experimental Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Results without document classification</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AllSent</td>
<td>37/51/43</td>
<td>23/38/28</td>
<td>13/49/21</td>
<td>44/70/54</td>
<td>29/52/38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EventSent</td>
<td>62/25/35</td>
<td>50/19/28</td>
<td>39/15/22</td>
<td>75/57/64</td>
<td>56/29/38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RoleSent</td>
<td>45/43/44</td>
<td>32/24/27</td>
<td>20/31/24</td>
<td>61/54/57</td>
<td>39/38/39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EventSent+RoleSent</td>
<td>45/43/44</td>
<td>35/32/33</td>
<td>20/32/25</td>
<td>60/64/62</td>
<td>40/43/41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Results with document classification</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dom/(ESent+RSent)</td>
<td>46/38/42</td>
<td>38/28/33</td>
<td>28/29/28</td>
<td>65/61/63</td>
<td>44/39/42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESent+Dom/RSent</td>
<td>47/41/44</td>
<td>39/31/35</td>
<td>27/30/29</td>
<td>66/64/65</td>
<td>45/41/43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESent+ENarr/RSent</td>
<td>50/39/44</td>
<td>41/28/34</td>
<td>30/29/29</td>
<td>67/64/66</td>
<td>47/40/43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.6. Experimental results on Civil Unrest Data Set, reported as Precision/Recall/F-score
The first section of Table 3.6 shows the performance before incorporating document classification. The first row **AllSent** shows the results of applying role filler extractors only. We can see that without the benefits of high level contextual analysis components, the local role filler extractors are not so precise and the overall extraction precision is only .24. The second row **EventSent** shows that by only applying the role filler extractors within event sentences as identified by the event sentence classifier, the extraction accuracy was greatly improved to .49, but the recall was reduced by half from .48 to .24. The third row **RoleSent** shows that by extracting information from the role specific contexts as identified by the role-specific sentence classifiers, the precision is 33% while more extractions were found compared to using the event sentence classifier filter. The fourth row **EventSent+RoleSent** shows that if we extract role fillers from both event sentences and role-specific sentences, we achieve further gain in recall which implies that the event sentences identified by the event sentence classifier are not strictly a subset of the sentences labeled by the role-specific sentences. However, the precision is still low at 33%.

The second section of the table shows the performance of the event extraction systems after incorporating the document classification components. The first row here shows that the domain document classifier, as described in Section 3.4.3, helps to improve the extraction precision on top of the sentential classifiers with a small reduction in recall. The second row **ESent+Dom/RSent** shows the performance when the domain document classifier was only applied on top of the role-specific classifiers. Compared to the results as in the first row, the precision was the same which means that the event sentences can be safely applied to identify event sentences from all the documents. The recall was slightly increased because the event sentence classifier found event sentences from the documents that were not labeled as domain-relevant. The last row **ESent+ENarr/RSent** shows the superior precision achieved after replacing the domain document classifier with the event narrative document classifier, with one point of recall loss.

Overall, similar to what we have observed from the evaluation results using the MUC-4 corpus, the **role-specific sentence classifiers** help to recover event role filler information that is missed by the event sentence classifier. In addition, limiting the application of **role-specific sentence classifier** within event narratives as identified by the **event narrative document classifier** improves precision.
Compared to the evaluation results on the MUC-4 corpus, the performance of TIER is relatively low on the Civil Unrest data set. This is probably due to the limited size of the data set. To show how the extraction performance was affected by the size of data, I drew the learning curve by running the system on different proportions of the data set. Specifically, I start with running the system on a quarter of the data. Then, I incrementally add in more data, one quarter at a time and run TIER on the gradually enlarged data set. From the learning curve as shown in Figure 3.9, we can see that the extraction performance of TIER was clearly improved with more and more data fed in.

3.8 Conclusions

In this chapter, I discussed the design and details of my multi-layered event extraction architecture, TIER, which incorporates both document genre and role-specific context recognition into 3 layers of analysis to seek out event formation in a variety of different contexts. Experimental results on two event domains show that TIER can recover more event information compared to previous event extraction systems, while maintaining a good extraction precision.

Figure 3.9. Learning Curve for TIER
Police clash with youths in Athens during protest: reports.
athens, Jan 24, 2009 (AFP).
Police in Athens on Saturday used tear gas to disperse stone-throwing protesters demanding the release of youths arrested during a huge wave of street violence last month, media reports said.

The protesters had peacefully filed past the Greek parliament building and the demonstration was winding to a close when some marchers began throwing stones at banks and at police, private Skai Radio reported.
A police source said 800 people had demonstrated in the town centre and later lit fires in a square that forms part of the Athens university campus but declined to comment on any incidents.

Over 20 youths including several minors were arrested last month after a wave of protests and street violence that swept Athens and major Greek cities following the fatal shooting of a teenager by police.
In the worst unrest seen in Greece in decades, hundreds of businesses were vandalised and many looted while several police stations and vehicles were also attacked with stones and firebombs.

Greece's most dangerous far-left extremist group Revolutionary Struggle also resurfaced after over a year of inactivity, launching two attacks on police with assault rifles and nearly killing a young policeman.

(a) An Event Narrative Story

(b) Its Event Role Filler Annotations

Figure 3.10. An Example: Civil Unrest Event Annotations
As described in the previous section, TIER focuses on improving the recall of event extraction performance by seeking out event information from secondary contexts. While TIER is conservative when extracting information from secondary contexts by limiting the extraction from secondary contexts within event narrative documents only, TIER essentially assumes that the primary contexts that mention event keywords or event phrases are reliable and will always be examined further for extraction purposes. However, depending on the larger context, the seemingly relevant local context may not be referring to a relevant event due to ambiguity and metaphor. For example, “Obama was attacked” may lead to Obama being extracted as the victim of a physical attack, even if the preceding sentences describe a presidential debate and the verb “attacked” is being used metaphorically. Therefore, both primary contexts and secondary contexts needed to be validated and strengthened by looking beyond the current sentence and incorporating contextual influence from a wider discourse, including the preceding and following sentences of the current sentence.

By design, TIER uses two types of sentence classifiers, event sentence classifier and role-specific sentence classifier to identify event information occurring in a variety of different event contexts. In addition, observing that event descriptions in event narratives and fleeting references are different in nature, TIER includes a document classifier to identify event narratives too. Together with the set of local role filler extractors, the four components are responsible to analyze texts in multiple granularities. Note that all the components can be trained independently; therefore, one unique feature of TIER is that it is well modulized and each component is easily trained. Logically, TIER distributes the text processing burden to four components and arrange them in a novel way to extract event information effectively.
However, due to the modularity, TIER is incapable of capturing content flows in the discourse level. To address the limitations of TIER, I will present my bottom-up event extraction architecture, called LINKER, that can explicitly model textual cohesion properties across sentences. LINKER includes a single sequentially structured sentence classifier that identifies event-related story contexts. The sentence classifier uses lexical associations and discourse relations across sentences, as well as domain-specific distributions of candidate role fillers within and across sentences to identify all the event contexts.

In the following sections, I will first depict the bottom-up design of LINKER, then I will describe in detail the different types of features that are used in the structured sentence classifier. Finally, I will present the evaluation results of LINKER on the same two event extraction datasets as used in Chapter 3.

**Figure 4.1.** A Bottom-up Architecture for Event Extraction

### 4.1 LINKER: a bottom-up event extraction architecture

To model contextual influences across sentences, I propose a bottom-up approach for event extraction, called LINKER, that aggressively identifies candidate role fillers based on local (intra-sentential) context, and then uses distributional properties of the
candidate role fillers as well as other discourse features to model textual cohesion across sentences. This event extraction architecture has two components: (1) a set of local role filler extractors, and (2) a sequential sentence classifier that identifies event-related story contexts. The novel component is the sentence classifier, which uses a structured learning algorithm, conditional random fields (CRFs), and features that capture lexical word associations and discourse relations across sentences, as well as distributional properties of the candidate role fillers within and across sentences. The sentence classifier sequentially reads a story and determines which sentences contain event information based on both the local and preceding contexts. The two modules are combined by extracting only the candidate role fillers that occur in sentences that represent event contexts, as determined by the sentence classifier.

My event extraction model involves two processes that each focus on a different aspect of the problem. The left side of Figure 4.1 shows the two components and illustrates how they interact. The top component on the left is a set of traditional role filler detectors, one for each event role. This component identifies candidate role fillers based on the immediate context surrounding a noun phrase. These role fillers tend to be overly aggressive on their own, producing many correct extractions but also many false hits.

The bottom component on the left side of Figure 4.1 is a structured sentence classifier that identifies event-related story contexts. This classifier determines whether a sentence is discussing a domain-relevant event based on two types of information. The structured learning algorithm explicitly considers whether the previous sentence is an event context when classifying the next sentence, which captures discourse continuity across sentences. I also provide the learner with features representing other textual cohesion properties, including lexical associations and discourse relations between adjacent sentences. In addition, the bottom-up design of the architecture provides information about candidate role fillers found by the local detectors. This domain-specific information is incorporated into features that represent the number, types, and distribution of the candidate role fillers both within and across sentences.

The two components provide different sources of evidence that are both considered when making final extraction decisions. The right side of Figure 4.1 illustrates how the two components are used. The event extraction system only produces a role filler if the noun phrase was hypothesized to be a candidate role filler based on local context and it appears in an event-related story context, as determined by the sequential sentence classifier.
classifier. In the following sections, I describe each of these components in more detail.

### 4.1.1 Candidate Role Filler Detectors

![Diagram of Candidate Role Filler Extraction Process]

**Figure 4.2.** Candidate Role Filler Extraction Process.

The mission of the candidate role filler detectors is to analyze each noun phrase and identify candidate role fillers using their local contextual clues. As shown in Figure 4.2, the candidate role filler detectors will analyze each noun phrase (represented as a *) in a document independently and classify it with respect to an event role. Our candidate role filler detectors are identical to the local role filler extractors used by TIER [44], which allows for direct comparisons between TIER and our new model. They are also very similar to the plausible role filler detectors used by GLACIER [100] (the other system we compare against in Section 4.3), except for small differences in the lexical features and the positive/negative training ratios.

### 4.1.2 Structured Sentence Classification to Identify Event Contexts

The sequential sentence classifier is responsible for determining which sentences are related to domain-relevant events. I utilize conditional random fields (CRFs) [57] to carry out this sequential labeling task. A sequential CRF is a structured discriminative learning model that produces a sequence of labels using features derived from the input sequence. This component will sequentially read the sentences in a story and determine whether each sentence is discussing a relevant event based on direct evidence from both the current sentence and the previous sentence. All other sentences only affect the results indirectly through label transitions.

As shown in Figure 4.3, given a whole document as input, the structured sentence classifier classifies each sentence with respect to a particular type of event while consulting the evidence coming from surrounding sentences. As a result, the structured classifier
will produce a sequence of labels in a single pass, one per sentence, to indicate if the sentence describes an event or not\(^1\).

I used the CRF++\(^2\) toolkit to create our structured sentence classifier. CRF++ performs sequential labeling tasks and requires each unit in the input to have a fixed number of raw features. Since the length of sentences can vary, affecting the number of n-grams and other features accordingly, I expand the feature vector for each sentence with pseudo-tokens\(^3\) as needed to ensure that every sentence has the same number of features. The toolkit was modified not to generate real features from the pseudo-tokens.

### 4.2 Linguistic Features for the Structured Sentence Classifier

I provide the classifier with rich types of linguistically motivated features to represent individual sentences and textual cohesion properties linking adjacent sentences: basic features, lexical bridges, discourse bridges and role filler distributions. The following subsections describes each of these feature sets in detail.

#### 4.2.1 Basic Features

As the basic representation of a sentence, I use unigram and bigram features. I create features for every unigram and bigram, without stemming or stopword lists. In addition, I found it beneficial to create five additional features representing the first five bigrams in the sentence. I define features for positions 1 through 5 of a sentence to represent the bigrams that begin in each of these positions. I hypothesize that these positional bigram

---

\(^1\)Each label in the output sequence is binary. “1” indicates that its corresponding sentence describes an event while “0” indicates that the sentence does not describe any relevant event.

\(^2\)http://crfpp.sourceforge.net/#tips [crfpp.sourceforge.net]

\(^3\)I define a special token for this purpose.
features help to recognize expressions representing discourse cue phrases at the beginning of a sentence, as well as the main subject of a sentence.

4.2.2 Lexical Bridge Features

An important aspect of textual cohesion is lexical word associations across sentences. This idea has been explored in [107] to model the intuition that the use of certain words in a discourse unit (e.g., sentence) tends to trigger the use of other words in subsequent discourse units. In the context of event extraction, a pair of related event keywords may occur in consecutive sentences. For example, it is common to see “bombed” in one sentence and “killed” in the next sentence because bombing event descriptions are often followed by casualty reports. Similarly, we may see “attacked” and “arrested” in adjacent sentences because a mention of an attack is often followed by news of the arrest of suspected perpetrators.

To capture lexical associations between sentences, I create *lexical bridge* features that pair each verb in the current sentence (\(V_{ib} \)) with each verb in the preceding sentence (\(V_{ib-1} \)):

\[ < V_{ib-1}, V_{ib} > \]

To obtain better generalization, I stem the verbs before creating the bridge features using the Porter stemmer [87]. For example, a sentence that mentions a bombing followed by a sentence containing “killed” would generate the following lexical bridge feature:

\[ < bomb, kill > \]

Event keywords could also appear as nouns, such as “assassination” and “death”. Therefore, I also create lexical bridge features by pairing nouns from the current sentence and the preceding sentence:

\[ < Noun_{i-1}, Noun_{i} > \]

For example, if we see the word “explosion” in the preceding sentence and the nouns “people” and “offices” in the current sentence, then two features will be created as follows:

\[ < explosion, people > \]
\[ < explosion, offices > \]
I also tried including associations between nouns and verbs in adjacent sentences (i.e. $< Verb_i, Noun_i >$ and $< Noun_{i-1}, Verb_i >$), but they did not improve performance. To focus on event recognition, the lexical bridges are only created between sentences that each contain at least one candidate role filler.

4.2.3 Discourse Bridge Features

I also represent two types of discourse relations between consecutive sentences: discourse relations produced by a Penn Discourse Treebank (PDTB) trained discourse parser, and syntactic discourse focus relations. I hypothesized that these features could provide additional evidence for event label transitions between sentences by recognizing explicit discourse connectives or a shared discourse focus.

PDTB-style discourse relations [88] are organized hierarchically in three levels based on different granularities. I use the discourse relation output produced by a PDTB-style discourse parser [63]. Given a text, the discourse parser generates both explicit (triggered by cue phrases such as “if” or “because”) and implicit level-2 PDTB discourse relations, such as cause, condition, instantiation, and contrast. A discourse relation may exist within a sentence or between two adjacent sentences in the same paragraph. I create features representing the intra-sentential discourse relations found in the current sentence, as well as the inter-sentential discourse relations connecting the current sentence with the previous one. Each discourse relation produced by the parser yields a feature for its discourse relation type:

$< DiscRelType >$

I also create features designed to (approximately) recognize shared discourse focus. I consider the noun phrases in three syntactic positions: subject, direct object, and the objects of “by” prepositional phrases (PP-by). Sentences in active voice constructions are typically focused on the entities in the subject and direct object positions as the central entities of the discourse. Sentences in passive voice constructions are usually focused on the entities in the subject and PP-by positions as the most central entities. I use the Stanford parser [66] to identify these syntactic constituents.

The motivation for this type of feature is that sentences which have a shared discourse focus probably should be assigned the same event label (i.e., if one of the sentences is discussing a domain-relevant event, then the other probably is too). To capture the
intuition behind this idea, consider the following two sentences:

(1) A customer in the store was shot by masked men.
(2) The two men used 9mm semi-automatic pistols.

Because the same entity (the men) appears in both the “by” PP of sentence (1) and the subject position of sentence (2), the classifier should recognize that the second sentence is connected to the first. Recognizing this connection may enable the extraction system to correctly identify the pistols as instruments used in the shooting event, even though sentence (2) does not explicitly mention the shooting.

I create a discourse focus feature for each shared noun phrase that occurs in two adjacent sentences in one of the designated syntactic positions. I consider any two noun phrases that have the same head word to match. I encode each feature as a triple consisting of the head word of the shared noun phrase (NPHead), the NP’s position in the current sentence (SynPosi), and the NP’s position in the preceding sentence (SynPosi−1):

< NPHead, SynPosi, SynPosi−1 >

For example, sentences (1) and (2) would produce the following discourse focus feature:

< men, subject, PP-by >

4.2.4 Role Filler Distribution Features

The motivation for the bottom-up design of our event extraction architecture is that the sentence classifier can benefit from knowledge of probable role fillers hypothesized by the local detectors. Intuitively, the presence of multiple role fillers within a sentence or in the preceding sentence is a strong indication that a domain-relevant event is being discussed. The local detectors are not perfect, but they provide valuable clues about the number, types, and density of probable role fillers in a region of text.

First, I create features that capture information about the candidate role fillers within a single sentence. I create features for the event role type and the head noun of each candidate role filler in the sentence. I also encode two types of features that capture properties of the set of candidate role fillers. For each event role, I define a binary feature that indicates whether there are multiple candidate role fillers for that role. For example,
if we see multiple victims in a sentence, this is more evidence than seeing a single victim. The second type of feature represents combinations of different event role types detected in the same sentence. I define binary features that represent the presence of pairs of distinct event roles occurring in the same sentence. For example, if we see both a candidate perpetrator and a candidate victim in a sentence, we may be more confident that the sentence is describing a crime.

I also create several types of features that represent role filler distributions across sentences. Intuitively, the presence of a particular type of role filler in one sentence may predict the presence of a role filler in the next sentence. For example, a gun is more likely to be an instrument used in a crime if the preceding sentences mention perpetrators and victims than if they only mention other weapons. To capture domain-specific distributional properties of the candidate role fillers, I create features for the role fillers found in adjacent sentences. I use both the head word of the noun phrase as well as the type of the event role. If the local detectors produce a candidate role filler of type $RFType_{i-1}$ with head $RFHead_{i-1}$ in the previous sentence, and a role filler of type $RFType_i$ with head $RFHead_i$ in the current sentence, then two features are generated:

$$< RFHead_{i-1}, RFType_i >$$

$$< RFHead_{i-1}, RFType_{i-1}, RFType_i >$$

For example, assuming that three candidate role fillers have been detected for the example sentences in Section 4.2.3 (Victim(customer) and Perpetrator(men) from sentence (1) and Weapon(pistols) from sentence (2)), the following features will be created:

$$< customer, Weapon >$$

$$< customer, Victim, Weapon >$$

$$< men, Weapon >$$

$$< men, Perpetrator, Weapon >$$

I also create features to represent role fillers that occur in adjacent sentences and share a discourse relation. If two adjacent sentences share a discourse relation ($DiscRelType$), then I represent the types of role fillers found in those sentences, coupled with the

---

4If there are 5 event roles, there are 10 pairs of distinct roles because the order of them doesn’t matter.
discourse relation. For example, if two sentences are in a causal relation and the candidate role filler detectors found a candidate victim in the previous sentence and a candidate perpetrator in the current sentence, then the causal relation provides further evidence that the victim and perpetrator are likely correct. These types of features are represented as:

\[
< RFT_{i-1}, DiscRelType, RFType_i >
\]

For the example above, the feature would be:

\[
< Victim, cause, Perpetrator >
\]

Finally, verbs often provide valuable clues that a sentence is discussing an event, so the presence of a specific verb in the previous sentence may bolster a role filler hypothesis in the current sentence. I create an additional feature that links each verb in the previous sentence to each candidate role filler in the current sentence:

\[
< Verb_{i-1}, RFType_i >
\]

For example, a sentence containing a candidate victim preceded by a sentence containing the word “bombed” would produce the following feature:

\[
< bombed, Victim >
\]

### 4.2.5 System Generated Role Fillers vs. Gold Standard Role Fillers

When generating these features during training, the gold standard role fillers are not suitable because gold role fillers will not be available in new texts. A model trained with gold role fillers would probably not be effective when applied to new documents that have less reliable system-generated candidate role fillers. To obtain realistic values for the candidate role filler distributions, I used 5-fold cross-validation on the training data. To get the candidate role fillers for one fold, I trained the role filler detectors using the other four folds and then applied the detectors to the selected fold.

### 4.3 Evaluation

Similar to TIER, I will evaluate the implemented system on two event domains to show the generality of my unified discourse-guided event extraction architecture. The datasets are the same as the ones used to evaluate TIER: the MUC-4 terrorism corpus and the Civil Unrest data set. The MUC-4 terrorism corpus [74] is a standard benchmark collection
for evaluating event extraction systems. The Civil Unrest data set is newly annotated for evaluating my discourse-guided event extraction models. Please refer to Section 3.5.1 for details about the two datasets. The evaluation methods (Section 3.5.2) and metrics (Section 3.5.3) are the same as used for evaluating TIER too.

### 4.4 Evaluating LINKER on the MUC-4 Data Set

In this section, I will show experimental results on the MUC-4 data set. The MUC-4 corpus consists of 1700 documents in total, to be consistent with previously reported results, I use the 1300 DEV documents for training, 200 documents (TST1+TST2) as a tuning set and 200 documents (TST3+TST4) as the test set.

#### 4.4.1 Experimental Results

Table 4.1 shows the evaluation results on the five event roles for the MUC-4 task, and the macro-average over all five roles. Each cell in the table shows the precision (P), recall (R), and F scores, written as P/R/F. The first row of numbers shows the results for the candidate role filler detectors when used by themselves. These local role filler extractors produce relatively high recall, but consistently low precision.

The next set of rows in Table 4.1 shows the effect of adding the structured sentence classifier to create the complete bottom-up event extraction model. I incrementally add each set of textual cohesion features to assess the impact of each one separately. The Basic feature set row uses only the N-gram features. Even with just these simple features, incorporating the structured sentence classifier into the model yields a large improvement in precision (+25) but at the expense of substantial recall (-19).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>PerpInd</th>
<th>PerpOrg</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Victim</th>
<th>Weapon</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Extraction Only</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candidate RF Detectors</td>
<td>25/67/36</td>
<td>26/78/39</td>
<td>34/83/40</td>
<td>32/72/45</td>
<td>30/75/43</td>
<td>30/75/42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINKER (with Structured Sentence Classifier)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic feature set</td>
<td>56/54/55</td>
<td>47/46/46</td>
<td>55/69/61</td>
<td>61/57/59</td>
<td>58/53/56</td>
<td>55/56/56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Candidate RF features</td>
<td>51/57/54</td>
<td>47/47/47</td>
<td>54/69/60</td>
<td>60/58/59</td>
<td>56/60/58</td>
<td>54/59/56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Lexical Bridge features</td>
<td>51/57/53</td>
<td>51/50/50</td>
<td>55/69/61</td>
<td>60/58/59</td>
<td>62/62/62</td>
<td>56/59/57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Discourse features</td>
<td>54/57/56</td>
<td>55/49/51</td>
<td>55/68/61</td>
<td>63/59/61</td>
<td>62/64/63</td>
<td>58/60/59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous Systems</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIER (2011)</td>
<td>48/57/52</td>
<td>46/53/50</td>
<td>51/73/60</td>
<td>56/60/58</td>
<td>53/64/58</td>
<td>51/62/56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1. Experimental results on the MUC-4 data set, reported as Precision/Recall/F-score.
The **Candidate RF features** row shows the impact of providing the candidate role filler information to the sentence classifier (see Section 4.2.4). Compared with the previous row, the role filler features produce an average recall gain of +3, with only a one point loss of precision. When looking at the event roles individually, we see that recall improves for all of the event roles except Targets.

The **Lexical Bridge features** row shows the impact of the lexical bridge features (Section 4.2.2). These features produced a two point gain in precision, yielding a one point gain in F-score. Two of the event roles (PerpOrg and Weapon) showed improvement in both precision and recall.

The **Discourse features** row shows the performance after adding the discourse bridge features (Section 4.2.3). The discourse features improve precision for three of the five event roles (PerpInd, PerpOrg, and Victim). Weapons also gain two points of recall. Overall, the discourse features yield a two point increase in the F score.

Together, all of the textual cohesion features yield a 3 point gain in precision and a 4 point gain in recall relative to the basic feature set (N-grams), achieving an F-score improvement of 3 points.

### 4.4.2 Comparison with Other Systems

I compare the performance of the event extraction model *LINKER* with the performance of my first discourse-guided event extraction model *TIER* (Chapter 3). Briefly speaking, TIER is designed to identify secondary role filler contexts in the absence of event keywords by using a document genre classifier, a set of *role-specific sentence classifiers*, one per event role, in addition to an *event sentence classifier* (similar to classifiers used in other work [100, 37]). In TIER’s multi-layered event extraction architecture, documents pass through a pipeline where they are analyzed at different levels of granularity: document level, sentence level and phrase level. In addition, I compare *LINKER*’s performance with another relatively recent event extraction system GLACIER [100], which has also been evaluated on the same MUC-4 data set. GLACIER uses a unified probabilistic model for event extraction that jointly considers sentential evidence and phrasal evidence when extracting each role filler. It consists of an sentential event recognizer and a set of plausible role filler recognizers, one for each role. The final extraction decisions are based on the product of the normalized sentential and the phrasal probabilities.

The last two rows in Table 4.1 show the results for TIER and GLACIER, using the same evaluation criteria as *LINKER*. I compare their results with the performance of
### Table 4.2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Local Extraction Only</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candidate RF Detectors</td>
<td>37/51/43</td>
<td>23/38/28</td>
<td>13/49/21</td>
<td>44/70/54</td>
<td>29/52/38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic feature set</td>
<td>66/28/40</td>
<td>57/19/29</td>
<td>61/22/33</td>
<td>70/55/62</td>
<td>64/31/42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Candidate RF features</td>
<td>57/40/47</td>
<td>43/27/33</td>
<td>40/33/36</td>
<td>64/61/63</td>
<td>51/40/45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Lexical Bridge features</td>
<td>57/39/46</td>
<td>45/28/34</td>
<td>42/33/37</td>
<td>64/57/60</td>
<td>52/39/45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Discourse features</td>
<td>58/41/48</td>
<td>43/27/33</td>
<td>41/33/36</td>
<td>64/61/63</td>
<td>51/40/45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Recognition</td>
<td>65/34/45</td>
<td>54/23/32</td>
<td>55/29/37</td>
<td>68/61/65</td>
<td>60/37/46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIER (2011)</td>
<td>50/39/44</td>
<td>41/28/34</td>
<td>30/29/29</td>
<td>67/64/66</td>
<td>47/40/43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Experimental results on civil unrest event data set, reported as Precision/Recall/F-score.

LINKER’s complete event extraction system using all of the feature sets, which is shown in the + Discourse Features row of Table 4.1. Compared with my first discourse-guided event extraction model TIER, LINKER achieves 7 points higher precision, although with slightly lower recall (-2). Overall, LINKER yields a 3 point higher F score than TIER. If we look at the individual event roles, LINKER produces substantially higher precision across all five event roles. Recall is comparable for PerpInd, Victim, and Weapon, but is several points lower on the PerpOrg and Target roles. Compared with GLACIER, LINKER also shows significant gains in precision over all five event roles. Furthermore, the average recall is 3 points higher, with Weapons showing the largest benefit (+11 recall gain).

In summary, the unified discourse-guided event extraction model LINKER yields substantially higher precision than previous event extraction systems on the MUC-4 data set, with similar levels of recall. Considering the limited number of documents (200 documents) in the test set, in Section 4.6, I will show the statistical significance testing results by comparing LINKER’s performance to TIER’s performance.

### 4.5 Evaluating LINKER on the Civil Unrest Data Set

Compared to the MUC-4 corpus, which consists of 1700 documents, the Civil Unrest data set (372 documents) is much smaller. Therefore, the same as in TIER evaluations, on the Civil Unrest data set, I performed 10-fold cross validation to evaluate LINKER too.
4.5.1 Experimental Results

To facilitate comparisons, the candidate role filler extractors are exactly the same as used in TIER. The first row of Table 4.2 shows the results of using the candidate role filler extractors only. The second section of the table shows the extraction systems’ performance with the structured sentence classifier. The **Basic feature set** row shows that using only the basic sentential features, the structured sentence classifier substantially improved the precision. The **+ Candidate RF features** row shows that after adding the domain specific role filler distributional features, the structured sentence classifier can identify more relevant contexts and therefore, it achieved better recall compared to the previous row, with sacrifice in precision. The third row **+ Lexical Bridge features** shows that in this domain, the cross-sentence lexical features can improve the precision for two event roles, Site and Location, but the recall was reduced on the other two event roles, Agent and Instrument. Overall, the lexical features are not helping on top of the role filler distributional features. Therefore, I removed the lexical features and added in the discourse relation features to check if the cross sentence discourse bridge features can further improve the structured sentence classifier’s performance on top of the role filler distributional features. The fourth row **+ Discourse features** shows that the discourse features can mildly further improve the extraction precision for two event roles, Agent and Location, while maintaining the overall recall.

Compared to TIER’s results (the last row of the table) on the Civil Unrest data set, LINKER achieved much better precision while with some loss of recall, and overall achieved a slightly better F-score. Similar to the evaluations using the MUC-4 dataset, the test set (all the data set in the cross-validation setting) of the civil unrest domain is also limited in size, therefore, in Section 4.6, I will also show the statistical significance testing results by comparing LINKER’s performance to TIER’s performance using the civil unrest data set.

4.5.2 Learning Curve

Similar to what we have observed in TIER’s evaluations, the performance of LINKER is also relatively low in the Civil Unrest domain compared with its evaluation results on the MUC-4 terrorism domain. This is probably due, at least in part, to the smaller amount of training data. To show how LINKER’s performance was affected by the size of data, I also drew the learning curve for LINKER by training the system on different
subsets of the data set. The procedures are the same as used in the learning curve for TIER (see Section 3.7.2). From the learning curve shown in Figure 4.4, we can see that the extraction performance of LINKER clearly improves when more and more training data was used. Therefore, we can expect to see better extraction performance if we train LINKER with a larger data set in the future.

### 4.6 Statistical Significance Testing

Up to this point, I have presented the evaluation results of both TIER and LINKER on two distinct event domains: the MUC-4 terrorism corpus and the newly created Civil Unrest data set. Overall, LINKER has achieved better results when compared its TIER counterparts. Table 4.3 shows the performance comparisons using the macro-avg. Considering the imbalance of role filler distributions in both domains, I also calculated the micro averages and Table 4.4 shows a summary of the comparisons.

To see if LINKER has achieved statistically significant extraction performance im-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domains</th>
<th>TIER</th>
<th>LINKER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Terrorism (MUC-4)</td>
<td>51/62/56</td>
<td>58/60/59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil Unrest (CU)</td>
<td>47/40/43</td>
<td>51/40/45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4.3.** Macro-Avg Evaluation Result Summary (Precision/Recall/F-score, percentages).

**Figure 4.4.** Learning Curve for LINKER
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domains</th>
<th>TIER</th>
<th>LINKER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Terrorism (MUC-4)</td>
<td>53/61/57</td>
<td>58/60/59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil Unrest (CU)</td>
<td>46/38/41</td>
<td>53/39/45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4. Micro-Avg Evaluation Result Summary (Precision/Recall/F-score, percentages).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domains</th>
<th>Macro_Avg</th>
<th>Micro_Avg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Terrorism (MUC-4)</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil Unrest (CU)</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.5. Significance Testing Results ($p <$)

...provements compared to TIER, I ran significance testing using the F-scores on both data sets. The testing methodology is paired bootstrap [14]. Table 4.5 reports the significance testing results.

We can see that on the terrorism domain (the MUC-4 corpus), LINKER performs significantly better than TIER using both Macro Average and Micro Average F-scores measurements. While LINKER doesn’t show significantly better results using Macro Average F-score on the Civil Unrest data set, it performs significantly better than TIER using Micro Average F-score on this second event domain.

4.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, I described my unified discourse-guided event extraction architecture, LINKER, which includes a structured sentence classifier to sequentially read the sentences in a story and determine whether each sentence is discussing a relevant event based on evidence from both the current sentence and the previous sentence. A variety of textual cohesion properties were captured in the structured sentence classifier, including lexical word associations, discourse relations across sentences and distributional properties of the candidate role fillers within and across sentences. Experimental results on two distinct event domains show that LINKER significantly outperformed the previous event extraction systems and my first discourse-guided event extraction model TIER.
CHAPTER 5

MULTI-FACETED EVENT RECOGNITION

Before giving documents to sophisticated event extraction systems, we want to ask if the documents actually contain any relevant events, mainly for two reasons. First, because event extraction generally comprises costly text analysis, processing documents that do not mention a relevant event is a waste of computing resources. Second, by focusing on event relevant documents, event extraction systems can be more accurate because any extraction that is produced from irrelevant documents is a false hit and makes event extraction less precise. In this chapter, I will present my research on event recognition which aims to accurately identify documents that describe a specific type of event.

Event recognition can facilitate a series of light and easily scalable event oriented applications. One example is tracking events. Many people are interested in following news reports and updates about events. Government agencies are keenly interested in news about civil unrest, acts of terrorism, and disease outbreaks. Companies want to stay on top of news about corporate acquisitions, high-level management changes, and new joint ventures. The general public is interested in articles about crime, natural disasters, and plane crashes. With accurate event recognition, we can detect the first occurrences and the following mentions of particular types of events, thus we can track the dynamics of events.

5.1 Challenges to Accurate Event Recognition

Event Recognition is a challenging task. It is tempting to assume that event keywords are sufficient to identify documents that discuss instances of an event. But event words are rarely reliable on their own. For example, consider the challenge of finding documents about civil unrest. The words “strike”, “rally”, and “riot” refer to common types of civil unrest, but they frequently refer to other things as well. A strike can refer to a military event or a sporting event (e.g., “air strike”, “bowling strike”), a rally can be a race or
a spirited exchange (e.g., “car rally”, “tennis rally”), and a riot can refer to something funny (e.g., “she’s a riot”). Event keywords also appear in general discussions that do not mention a specific event (e.g., “37 states prohibit teacher strikes” or “The fine for inciting a riot is $1,000”). Furthermore, many relevant documents are not easy to recognize because events can be described with complex expressions that do not include event keywords. For example, “took to the streets”, “walked off their jobs” and “stormed parliament” often describe civil unrest.

5.2 Event Facets: to the Rescue

While event expressions are not sufficient to unambiguously recognize event descriptions of a particular type, events generally feature certain characteristics that are essential to distinguish one type of event from another. I call the defining characteristics of an event (“event facets”). For example, agents and purpose are event facets for some types of events. The agent responsible for an action often determines how we categorize the action. For example, natural disasters, military operations, and terrorist attacks can all produce human casualties and physical destruction. But the agent of a natural disaster must be a natural force, the agent of a military incident must be military personnel, and the agent of a terrorist attack is never a natural force and rarely military personnel. There may be other important factors as well, but the agent is often an essential part of an event definition.

The purpose of an event is also a crucial factor in distinguishing between some event types. For example, civil unrest events and sporting events both involve large groups of people amassing at a specific site. But the purpose of civil unrest gatherings is to protest against socio-political problems, while sporting events are intended as entertainment. As another example, terrorist events and military incidents can both cause casualties, but the purpose of terrorism is to cause widespread fear, while the purpose of military actions is to protect national security interests.

In addition, there are many types of events that feature event facets other than agents and purpose, including effects, patients and cause. An interesting angle to categorize a variety of events in both nature and our social lives is by using their event defining characteristics. Therefore, seemingly unrelated events can be organized into a general event group because they share the same set of event facets. For example, conceptually, vehicle crashes and corporate acquisitions are two completely different types of events.
However, vehicle crashes must involve vehicles that are crashed and corporate acquisitions will always refer to the corporate entities that are acquired. Therefore, structurally, these two types of events feature the same event facet, patients of events, and they naturally fall into a general event group. Research in event ontology across multiple related disciplines, such as philosophy, cognition or knowledge engineering ([36, 113, 51]), have shown similar observations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>Patient</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>Cause</th>
<th>Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Civil Unrest</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referendum</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terrorism</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Operations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Disasters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease Outbreaks</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle Crash</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rocket/Missile Launches</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporate Acquisition</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microelectronic Production</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management Succession</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negotiation</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports Games</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meeting</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1. Grouping of Event Types Based on Event Facets

Table 5.1 lists 14 event domains that I categorize according to the event facets they share. The event domains are mostly from community-wide performance evaluations, including Message Understanding Conferences (MUCs) and Automatic Content Extraction (ACE) evaluations. For many types of events in the list, human annotations were provided for event recognition or extraction purposes. Benefitting from the availability of gold annotations, events such as terrorism, management successions and disease outbreaks
have been extensively studied in the community. This table is not meant to be seen as an ontology of events that systematically categorize major types of events. Neither are the event facets shown in the table the only possible facets. Rather, I take the event types that have been relatively well studied as examples and aim to demonstrate that event facets are key factors in event structures. Furthermore, my analysis on event facets is driven by real texts that describe particular types of events and aims to shed light on how event facets can be useful in the practice of event recognition.

Roughly, Table 5.1 groups 14 event types into 6 categories. The first group of events shares two event facets, agents and purpose. By definition, civil unrest is a broad term that is typically used by the media or law enforcement to describe a form of public disturbance caused by a group of people for a purpose. In text, civil unrest event descriptions also generally refer to population groups that participate unrest events and specific purposes that motivate the events. Similarly, referendums feature event agents and purpose too.

While purpose can be useful to distinguish between a variety of event types, it may not be explicitly stated in event descriptions. However, effects (consequences) of events are commonly conveyed in reports of large-scale influential events because effects generally can well reflect impacts of the events and explain why the events are news-worthy. Therefore, the second group of events, including terrorism events and military operations, features event facets agents and effects. For example, the human casualties or physical losses resulting from the terrorism (effects) are commonly emphasized in terrorism descriptions.

There are also natural events that are initiated by the nature, such as natural disasters and disease outbreaks, where the effects of the events are also important. In addition, natural events generally share the event facet cause. For example, a volcanic eruption is caused by a volcano. Note that natural events are different from civil unrest events or terrorism events, which are perpetrated by humans, and natural events do not have agents or purpose of the agents.

In my event facet analysis, several types of events have a “patient” facet as a defining characteristic. This group covers specific event types such as vehicle crashes and corporate acquisitions. These event types seem distinct from each other, however, across all these events, the patients are central in their event structures. For example, some vehicle must have been crashed in vehicle crash events while a corporate acquisition event report should
have described the company that is acquired.

There are also events that involve a transfer of certain physical objects or abstract concepts from one party to the other. I will name the transferred objects or concepts as position, the party that acquires the position as agents and the party that gives up the position as patients of events. Management successions fall into this category. In such types of events, the positions can be president that a management succession event targets.

I also identify one category of event that involves two agent parties. For example, negotiations generally involve two agents speaking, similarly for meeting conversations. In sports games or other competitions, two agent parties are essentially the main factors of events.

Through the above analysis, we can see that event facets are important to accurately recognize events in text and also important to categorize events. While event facets can vary depending on specific types of events, Table 5.1 may provide useful guidance on how to think about and identify event facets that can effectively reveal event structures.

### 5.3 Multi-faceted Event Recognition: Using both Event Expressions and Event Facets

My research explores the idea of *multi-faceted event recognition*: using event expressions as well as facets of the event to identify documents about a specific type of event. In addition to event expressions, event facets can provide valuable complementary information to accurately detect documents describing a particular type of events. For example, as illustrated previously, using the event keyword “rally” alone won’t unambiguously recognize civil unrest event descriptions because “rally” is frequently used to refer to other types of events too, e.g., “car rally”, “tennis rally”. However, if we know the agents or purpose of an event, we can better picture the event scenario and determine what type of event is being discussed in text. For example, in addition to the event keyword “rally”, knowing that the event participants (agents) are “coal miners” or the goal of the rally is to “press for higher wages”, we immediately gain confidence that some civil unrest event is being referred to. Event facet information is so valuable that observing multiple types of event facets in text can sometimes suggest a particular type of event event without an event phrase. For example, without seeing any explicit event expression, if both a plausible civil unrest agent (e.g., “coal miners”) and a plausible civil unrest purpose (e.g.,
“press for higher wages”) are mentioned in the context, then we may hypothesize that a civil unrest event is being discussed.

5.4 Bootstrapped Learning of Event Dictionaries

I present a bootstrapping framework to automatically learn event phrase and event facet dictionaries. The learning process uses unannotated texts and minimal human supervision that includes a few event keywords and seed terms for each type of event facet associated with the event type. My bootstrapping algorithm exploits the observation that event expressions and event facets often appear together in text regions that introduce an event. Furthermore, seeing multiple types of event information in a localized text region often implies that a relevant event is being described and we can look for additional types of event information within the same text region. Based on these observations, I designed a bootstrapping algorithm that ricochets back and forth, alternately learning new event phrases and learning new event facet phrases in an iterative process.

Specifically, each learning iteration of the bootstrapping algorithm consists of two learning stages. The first stage is designed to learn event phrases while the second stage is to learn event facet phrases. In the following sections, I will elaborate with more details on how the two learning stages proceed.

5.4.1 Stage 1: Event Phrase Learning

The learning process will start with unannotated texts. Because a particular type of event, for example civil unrest events or plane crashes, do not happen constantly and therefore are relatively infrequent in a broad coverage collection of news reports, a small number of event keywords can be used to create a pseudo domain-specific corpus by requiring each document in the corpus to contain at least one event keyword. However, as explained previously, event keywords are not sufficient to obtain relevant documents with high precision, so the extracted stories are a mix of relevant and irrelevant articles. My algorithm first selects text regions to use for learning, and then harvests event expressions from them.

Event Region Identification Event facets, as defining characteristics of events, can effectively be used to recognize events of a particular type. Seeing multiple types of event facet information together implies that the text region probably is describing a relevant event. For example, if we see the agent “terrorists”, the patient “the city mayor” and
the effect “was shot to death” in a localized text region, then we are almost certain that some terrorism event is being described.

I identify probable event regions as text snippets that contain at least one phrase of each type of defining facet for the event. To initiate the bootstrapping algorithm, I will identify probable event regions using the seed terms for each type of event facet. As the learning proceeds, new facet terms will be learned and used to enrich facet dictionaries, and more event regions will be identified.

**Harvesting Event Expressions** Although event expressions and event facet information can appear in text as a variety of complex forms (can be whole sentences for example), to constrain the learning process, I require both event phrase and event facet expressions to match certain syntactic forms. Additionally, I require predefined dependency relations between event expression and event facets, and between pairs of event facets if needed. The dependency constraints will further purify the learning process to control the quality of learned event expressions and event facet phrases. Only event expressions that match the defined syntactic forms and occur in the dependency relations with facet phrases will be extracted.

Naturally, both types of syntactic constraints depend on the set of event facets that characterize a specific type of event. When some event facets become different and accordingly their semantics, syntactic forms used to identify individual event expressions and event facet candidates as well as dependency relations among them can be different too.

### 5.4.2 Stage 2: Event Facet Phrase Learning

Similarly, the stage for event facet learning also consists of two steps, event region identification and event facet phrase extraction. However, different from the first stage where only one learning process goes on to learn event expressions, multiple learning processes are active in this stage, one per event facet. Each learning process is to learn phrases of a particular type of event facet and they will proceed in parallel.

**Event Region Identification** To identify event regions for learning phrases of a particular event facet, I use the event expressions and event facet phrases of all types except the event facet type that is to be learned. Specifically, the text regions that contain at least one event expression and one facet phrase of all the other types are
selected. The event expressions and event facet phrases are from the dictionaries that have been learned up to this point.

**Harvesting Event Facet Phrases** Similar to event phrase learning, only event facet candidates that match certain syntactic forms and occur in the predefined dependency structures will be extracted.

As mentioned previously, both types of syntactic learning constraints are dependent on set of facets. Given a particular type of event, we need to first identify its set of event facets, then according to their semantics, certain syntactic forms need to be considered to learn event facet phrases. Furthermore, dependency relations between an event facet and event expressions, and dependency relations between different types of event facets also need to be modified to reflect their specific relations in a particular type of events.

5.4.3 Defining Syntactic Forms to Harvest Event Facets

The event facets that I have identified fall into two classes. The first class covers the entities that participate or are involved in events, such as agents and patients of events. The other class covers states, goals and actions that are in certain relations with the target event, such as effects/consequences and reasons/purposes of events. The event facets that fall into the first class are generally noun phrases when appearing in text and syntactically, they can be subjects of verbs, objects of verbs or objects of prepositions. For example, agents are generally subjects of event phrases while patients are commonly seen as direct objects in event phrases. In contrast, the event facets in the second class, such as purposes, can be formed as verb phrases or simple clausal forms. For example, to learn effects together with patients of terrorism events, simple verb phrases in active voice may capture many effect realizations (e.g., “destroyed an office building” in terrorism events.), effects can be seen as verb phrases in passive voice too, due to its semantics, for example, “many houses were damaged.”. In addition, effects commonly occur in text as prepositional phrases, for example, “murder of the President” and “killing of university students”.

5.4.4 Linking Event Facets to Event Expressions

The general observation that guides the bootstrapping algorithm is that event facet information and event expressions tend to occur close together in event descriptions. In addition, to constrain the learning process, certain dependency relations should be
required between event expressions and an event facet, and between different types of
event facets. But the closeness that is necessary for a successful learning process varies
depending on the event types, similarly for the dependency relations. For example, in
civil unrest event descriptions, I have frequently seen event introductory sentences that
contain an event expression, an agent, as well as the purpose of the event. However,
I have also observed that in terrorism event descriptions, while event expressions and
agents are often coupled, they occur in different sentences from the sentence that
describes the patient and effect information.

5.5 Bootstrapped Learning of Event Dictionaries for Two
Event Domains

In this section, I will describe specific syntactic constructions and dependency struc-
tures that are needed to constrain the learning of both event expressions and event facet
information in two concrete domains: civil unrest events and terrorism events.

5.5.1 Learning Dictionaries for the Civil Unrest Event Domain

Figure 5.1. Bootstrapped Learning of Event Phrases and Event Facet Phrases for Civil
Unrest Event Domain.

For civil unrest events, I have identified agents and purpose as two event facets.
Overall, my bootstrapping approach consists of two stages of learning as shown in Figure
5.1. The process begins with a few agent seeds, purpose phrase patterns, and unannotated
articles selected from a broad-coverage corpus using event keywords. In the first stage,
event expressions are harvested from the sentences that have both an agent and a purpose phrase in specific syntactic positions. In the second stage, new purpose phrases are harvested from sentences that contain both an event phrase and an agent, while new agent terms are harvested from sentences that contain both an event phrase and a purpose phrase. The new terms are added to growing event dictionaries, and the bootstrapping process repeats.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agents</th>
<th>protesters, activists, demonstrators, students, groups, crowd, workers, palestinians, supporters, women</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Purpose Phrases</td>
<td>demanding, to demand, protesting, to protest</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2. Agent and Purpose Phrases Used for Seeding in the Civil Unrest Domain

I first extract potential civil unrest stories from the English Gigaword corpus [81] using six civil unrest keywords\(^1\). The input in stage 1 consists of a few agent terms and purpose patterns for seeding. The agent seeds are single nouns, while the purpose patterns are verbs in infinitive or present participle forms. Table 5.2 shows the agent terms and purpose phrases used in the experiments. The agent terms were manually selected by inspecting the most frequent nouns in the documents with civil unrest keywords. The purpose patterns are the most common verbs that describe the reason for a civil unrest event.

As explained previously, to constrain the learning process, I require event expressions and purpose phrases to match certain syntactic forms. I apply the Stanford dependency parser [66] to the probable event sentences, which contain at least one phrase from each event facet, to identify verb phrase candidates and to enforce syntactic constraints between the different types of event information.

**Syntactic Forms**

For our purposes, we learn agent terms that are single nouns, specifically, they are heads of noun phrases. Both event phrases and purpose phrases are verb phrases. Figure 5.2 shows the two types of verb phrases that the system learns. One type consists of a verb paired with the head noun of its direct object (dobj). For example, event phrases

\(^1\)The keywords include “protest”, “strike”, “march”, “rally”, “riot” and “occupy”, or their variations
can be “stopped work” or “occupied offices”, and purpose phrases can be “show support” or “condemn war”. The second type consists of a verb and an attached prepositional phrase, retaining only the head noun of the embedded noun phrase. For example, “took to street” and “scuffled with police” can be event phrases, while “call for resignation” and “press for wages” can be purpose phrases. In both types of verb phrases, a particle can optionally follow the verb.

**Dependency Relations between Facets and Event Expressions**

Event expressions, agents, and purpose phrases must appear in specific dependency relations, as illustrated in Figure 5.3. An agent must be the syntactic subject of the event phrase. A purpose phrase must be a complement of the event phrase, specifically, I require a particular dependency relation, “xcomp”\(^2\), between the two verb phrases. For example, in the sentence “Leftist activists took to the streets in the Nepali capital Wednesday protesting higher fuel prices.”, the dependency relation “xcomp” links “took to the streets” with “protesting higher fuel prices”.

Given the syntactic dependencies shown in Figure 5.3, with a known agent and purpose phrase, I extract the head verb phrase of the “xcomp” dependency relation as an event phrase candidate. The event phrases that co-occur with at least two unique agent terms and two unique purposes phrases are saved in our event phrase dictionary.

The sentences that contain an event phrase and an agent are used to harvest more purpose phrases, while the sentences that contain an event phrase and a purpose phrase are used to harvest more agent terms. Purpose phrases are extracted from the phrasal

---

\(^2\)In the dependency parser, “xcomp” denotes a general relation between a VP or an ADJP and its open clausal complement. For example, in the sentence “He says that you like to swim.”, the “xcomp” relation will link “like” (head) and “swim” (dependent). With my constraints on the verb phrase forms, the dependent verb phrase in this construction tends to describe the purpose of the verb phrase.
forms shown in Figure 5.2. In the learning process for agents, if a sentence has an event phrase as the head of the “xcomp” dependency relation and a purpose phrase as the dependent clause of the “xcomp” dependency relation, then the head noun of the syntactic subject of the event phrase is harvested as a candidate agent term. I also record the modifiers appearing in all of the noun phrases headed by an agent term. Agent candidates that co-occur with at least two unique event phrases and at least two different modifiers of known agent terms are selected as new agent terms.

The learning process for purpose phrases is analogous. If the syntactic subject of an event phrase is an agent and the event phrase is the head of the “xcomp” dependency relation, then the dependent clause of the “xcomp” dependency relation is harvested as a candidate purpose phrase. Purpose phrase candidates that co-occur with at least two different event phrases are selected as purpose phrases.

The bootstrapping process then repeats, ricocheting back and forth between learning event phrases and learning agent and purpose phrases.

**Domain Relevance Criteria**

Because the unannotated data that is used for learning civil unrest event dictionaries comes from Gigaword the broad coverage corpus [81], even after keyword filtering of the documents, the data is still quite noisy. To avoid domain drift during bootstrapping, I use two additional criteria to discard phrases that are not necessarily associated with the domain.

For each event phrase and purpose phrase, I estimate its *domain-specificity* as the ratio of its prevalence in domain-specific texts compared to broad-coverage texts. The goal is to discard phrases that are common across many types of documents, and therefore not specific to the domain. I define the domain-specificity of phrase $p$ as:

$$\text{domain-specificity}(p) = \frac{\text{frequency of } p \text{ in domain-specific corpus}}{\text{frequency of } p \text{ in broad-coverage corpus}}$$
I randomly sampled 10% of the Gigaword texts that contain a civil unrest event keyword to create the “domain-specific” corpus, and randomly sampled 10% of the remaining Gigaword texts to create the “broad-coverage” corpus. Keyword-based sampling is an approximation to domain-relevance, but gives us a general idea about the prevalence of a phrase in different types of texts.

For agent terms, our goal is to identify people who participate as agents of civil unrest events. Other types of people may be commonly mentioned in civil unrest stories too, as peripheral characters. For example, police may provide security and reporters may provide media coverage of an event, but they are not the agents of the event. I estimate the event-specificity of each agent term as the ratio of the phrase’s prevalence in event sentences compared to all the sentences in the domain-specific corpus. I define an event sentence as one that contains both a learned event phrase and a purpose phrase, based on the dictionaries at that point in time. Therefore, the number of event sentences increases as the bootstrapped dictionaries grow. I define the event-specificity of phrase $p$ as:

$$\text{event-specificity}(p) = \frac{\text{frequency of } p \text{ in event sentences}}{\text{frequency of } p \text{ in all sentences}}$$

In my experiments I required event and purpose phrases to have domain-specificity $\geq .33$ and agent terms to have event-specificity $\geq .01$.4

### 5.5.2 Learning Dictionaries for the Terrorism Event Domain

For terrorism events, I have identified agents, patients and effects of patients as the event facets. Similarly, my bootstrapping approach consists of two stages of learning as shown in Figure 5.4. The process begins with a few seeds for each type of event facet. In addition, the learning process uses the training documents in the MUC-4 corpus5, but the annotated labels will not be used. In the first stage, event expressions are harvested from the text regions that have at least one term of each type of event facet. In the second stage, new facet phrases are harvested from text regions that contain both an

---

3The random sampling was simply for efficiency reasons.

4This value is so small because I simply want to filter phrases that virtually never occur in the event sentences, and I can recognize very few event sentences in the early stages of bootstrapping.

5The Gigaword corpus is not so helpful to provide in-domain documents for this terrorism domain, because the evaluation data of MUC-4 is specific to terrorism events that happened in a specific time period (about 20 years ago), and in several specific countries in Latin America.
Figure 5.4. Bootstrapped Learning of Event Phrases and Event Facet Phrases for the Terrorism Event Domain.

event phrase and phrases of the other types of event facets. The newly learned phrases are added to the growing event dictionaries, and the bootstrapping process repeats.

Table 5.3 shows the seed terms that are used as input in the first stage of learning. Both the agent seeds and the patient seeds are single nouns, while the effect patterns are verbs in active or passive voices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agents</th>
<th>FMLN, Front, ELN, Cartel, Farc, Mrt, squads, guerrillas, terrorists, criminals, rebels, members, individuals, assassins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patients</td>
<td>civilians, victims, priests, jesuits, students, women, children, vehicles, offices, residence, building, car, homes, houses, pipeline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effects</td>
<td>* be damaged, destroyed *, bombed *, * be murdered, attacked *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3. Agent, Patient and Effect Phrases Used for Seeding in the Terrorism Domain

In the following section, I will describe the specific syntactic forms that are used to capture event and facet phrases, and the dependency relations between them.
Syntactic Forms

![Diagram of syntactic forms]

**Figure 5.5.** Three New Syntactic Structures to Extract Effect Phrases and Patient Terms for Terrorism Events

The same as in civil unrest events, agents of terrorism events, including the terrorist individuals (e.g., “terrorists”) and terrorism organizations (e.g., “FMLN”), will also be defined as single nouns. In addition, patients of terrorism events are also single nouns. Patients of terrorism events include the human targets, such as political leaders that are assassinated, and physical targets, e.g., civilian facilities that are bombed. Event expressions have to be in the syntactic forms as shown in Figure 5.2, this is the same as civil unrest events too. For example, event phrases can be “hit helicopters” or “carried out attacks”.

By definition, effects of terrorism events are consequences that happen to patients during or after terrorism activities. Therefore, I require that effects of terrorism events are always coupled with patients, specifically, patients are arguments of effect phrases. Multiple syntactic forms are used to identify effects together with patients.

First, the phrasal forms as shown in Figure 5.2 are also used to identify effect phrases. For example, effect phrases can be “wounded *” or “broke into *”. Note that * refers to a patient. In addition, due to its semantics, effects are often described as verb phrases in passive voice or as prepositional phrases headed by event nouns. Therefore, to well capture the diversity of effect expressions in terrorism events, I add three new phrasal forms (as shown in Figure 5.5). The top one identifies effect verb phrases in passive voice.
For example, effect phrases can be “* be shot” or “* be destroyed”. The later two new phrasal forms (the bottom two) capture effect phrases that occur in text as possessive forms or prepositional phrases headed by nouns. For example, effect phrases can be “* murder” (in the first case) or “death of *” (in the second case).

**Dependency Relations between Facets and Event Expressions**

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 5.6.** Syntactic Dependencies between Agents and Event Phrases in Terrorism Domain

Different from the civil unrest event domain where event expressions, agents and purpose phrases must appear in the same sentence, in the terrorism domain, event phrases and the three event facets, agents, patients and effects of patients do not have to appear in the same sentence. However, following the key observation that event expressions and event facet information should co-occur in localized text regions, I require that terrorism event phrases and the three types of facet information appear together in text segments that span a small number of sentences. Specifically, in my experiments, I require them to occur together within at most four sentences. In other words, the last sentence that contains a piece of event information should be within three sentences from the first sentence that contains other pieces of event information.

Furthermore, as described earlier, patients of terrorism events must occur in the same sentence as effects and strictly, patients must be the arguments of effect patterns. In addition, as shown in Figure 5.6, agents of terrorism events must appear in texts as the syntactic subjects of event phrases.

Therefore, in the first learning stage, to learn event phrases, each candidate must have an agent as its syntactic subject. In addition, there has to be a sentence that contains an effect phrase with a patient as its argument, furthermore, the sentence must be within three sentences from the sentence that contains the event phrase candidate. Similarly, in the second learning stage, to learn an event facet phrase, an event phrase and a phrase of the other two types of facets must be seen within a text chunk of at most four sentences, at the same time, the dependency relations must be satisfied, specifically, agents must be
the syntactic subject of an event phrase and patients must be the argument of an effect phrase.

5.6 Evaluation Design

5.6.1 Data

Similar to the evaluation of the two discourse-guided event extraction architectures (TIER in Chapter 3 and LINKER in Chapter 4), I will evaluate my multi-faceted event recognition approach on two distinct event domains. This will verify the general applicability of the multi-faceted event recognition approach that aims to accurately identify documents describing a particular type of event. Specifically, I will evaluate using the same two event datasets: the civil unrest event dataset and the MUC-4 terrorism corpus. I will create systems that learn event dictionaries and evaluate the performance of the multi-faceted dictionary lookup approach to recognize documents that mention relevant events.

Civil Unrest Event Domain

To refresh, civil unrest is a broad term typically used by the media or law enforcement to describe a form of public disturbance that involves a group of people, usually to protest or promote a cause. Civil unrest events include strikes, protests, occupations, rallies, and similar forms of obstructions or riots. The dataset consists of 400 documents and they are annotated as specified in Section 3.5.1. For event recognition evaluation purposes, as a reminder, I will briefly restate how the data set was created.

I chose six event keywords to identify potential civil unrest documents: “protest”, “strike”, “march”, “rally”, “riot” and “occupy”. I extracted documents from the English Gigaword corpus [81] that contain at least one of these event keywords, or a morphological variant of a keyword.6 This process extracted nearly one million documents, which I will refer to as the event-keyword corpus. I then randomly sampled 400 documents7 from the event-keyword corpus and asked two annotators to determine whether each document mentioned a civil unrest event. I defined annotation guidelines and conducted an inter-annotator agreement study on 100 of these documents. The annotators achieved

---

6I used “marched” and “marching” as keywords but did not use “march” because it often refers to a month.

7These 400 documents were excluded from the unannotated data used for dictionary learning.
a $\kappa$ score of .82. I used these 100 documents as our tuning set. Then each annotator annotated 150 more documents to create our test set of 300 documents.

**Terrorism Event Domain**

To evaluate the multi-faceted event recognition approach on the terrorism event domain, I used the MUC-4 data set [74], which is a standard benchmark collection for evaluating event extraction systems.

The documents in this corpus describe Latin American terrorist events including kidnapping, arson, bombing and other attack events. Each document comes with associated answer key templates, a template per event. Specifically, I will consider a document as relevant if it has one or more associated answer key templates, otherwise, I will consider the document as irrelevant. Roughly half of the documents are relevant (i.e., they mention at least 1 terrorist event) and the rest are irrelevant.

The MUC-4 corpus consists of 1700 documents. When this data set was used for event extraction evaluations, researchers have split the data into training (DEV, 1300 documents), tuning (TST1+TST2, 200 documents) and test set (TST3+TST4, 200 documents). For my multi-faceted event recognition evaluation, I will keep the same tuning set and test set. In addition, I will ignore annotations for the original training set and use the unannotated documents to learn event dictionaries.

### 5.6.2 Metrics

The event recognition performance will be reported as Precision/Recall/F(1)-score. The Precision score is the number of correctly labeled event relevant documents divided by the total number of documents labeled by the event recognition system as event relevant. The Recall score is the number of correctly labeled event relevant documents divided by the total number of event relevant documents annotated in the data set. The F(1)-score is the harmonic mean of the Precision-score and the Recall-score.

### 5.6.3 Baselines

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the multi-faceted event recognition approach, I will compare the recognition performance with two types of baselines. First, I designed two supervised learners. Both of them are classifier based (support vector machines (SVMs) [49] with a linear kernel [53]) and were trained using 10-fold cross validation with the test
data set of each event domain. The first classifier used unigrams as features, while the second classifier used both unigrams and bigrams. All the features are binary.

Event recognition can be formulated as an information retrieval (IR) problem. As another point of comparison, I ran an existing IR system, Terrier [80], on the test set. Terrier was run with the parameter PL2 which refers to an advanced Divergence From Randomness weighting model [7]. In addition, Terrier used automatic query expansion.

5.7 Experimental Results for Civil Unrest Event Domain

Because each article in the civil unrest test set contains at least one unrest event keyword, the first row of Table 5.4 shows the percentage of relevant documents in this data set, which reflects the accuracy of event keywords alone. Only 101 of the 300 documents in the test set were labeled as relevant by the annotators (i.e., 101 describe a civil unrest event). This means that using only the event keywords to identify civil unrest documents yields about 34% precision. In a second experiment, KeywordTitle, I required the event keyword to be in the title (headline) of the document. The KeywordTitle produced better precision (66%), but only 33% of the relevant documents had a keyword in the title.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Keyword</strong></td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KeywordTitle</strong></td>
<td>33</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unigrams</strong></td>
<td>62</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unigrams+Bigrams</strong></td>
<td>55</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Event Phrases (EV)</strong></td>
<td>60</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Agent Phrases (AG)</strong></td>
<td>98</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Purpose Phrases (PU)</strong></td>
<td>59</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Multi-Faceted</strong></td>
<td>71</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.4. Experimental Results for Civil Unrest Event Recognition

The second section of Table 5.4 shows the results of the two supervised classifiers. We can see that the unigram classifier has an F-score of .64. Using both unigram and bigram features increased precision to 71% but recall fell by 7%, yielding a slightly lower F-score of .62.
5.7.1 Event Recognition with Bootstrapped Dictionaries

Next, I used the bootstrapped dictionaries for event recognition. The bootstrapping process ran for 8 iterations and then stopped because no more phrases could be learned. The quality of bootstrapped data often degrades as bootstrapping progresses, so I used the tuning set to evaluate the quality of the dictionaries after each iteration. The best performance on the tuning set resulted from the dictionaries produced after four iterations, so I used these

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Iter #</th>
<th>Event Phrases</th>
<th>Agent Terms</th>
<th>Purpose Phrases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3</td>
<td>504</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#4</td>
<td>623</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>569</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.5. Civil Unrest Dictionary Sizes after Bootstrapping

dictionaries for the experiments. Table 5.5 shows the number of event phrases, agents and purpose phrases learned after each iteration. All three lexicons were significantly enriched after each iteration. The final bootstrapped dictionaries contain 623 event phrases, 569 purpose phrases and 139 agent terms. By examining them manually, the learned phrases are highly diverse. Table 5.6 shows samples from each event dictionary. Appendix C gives more complete lists of the learned event phrases and facet phrases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Phrases:</th>
<th>went on strike, took to street, chanted slogans, gathered in capital, formed chain, clashed with police, staged rally, held protest, walked off job, burned flags, set fire, hit streets, marched in city, blocked roads, carried placards</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agent Terms:</td>
<td>employees, miners, muslims, unions, protestors, journalists, refugees, prisoners, immigrants, inmates, pilots, farmers, followers, teachers, drivers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purpose Phrases:</td>
<td>accusing government, voice anger, press for wages, oppose plans, urging end, defying ban, show solidarity, mark anniversary, calling for right, condemning act, pressure government, mark death, push for hike, call attention, celebrating withdrawal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.6. Examples of Dictionary Entries for the Civil Unrest Event Domain

---

8 Based on the performance for the Multi-Faceted approach.
The third section of Table 5.4 shows the results when using the bootstrapped dictionaries for event recognition. I used a simple dictionary look-up approach that searched for dictionary entries in each document. Although the phrases were learned based on syntactic analysis and only head words were retained for generality, I wanted to match dictionary entries without requiring syntactic analysis of new documents. So I used an approximate matching scheme that required each word to appear within 5 words of the previous word. For example, “held protest” would match “held a large protest” and “held a very large political protest”. In this way, I avoid the need for syntactic analysis when using the dictionaries for event recognition.

First, I labeled a document as relevant if it contained any Event Phrase (EV) in the dictionary. The learned event phrases achieved better performance than all of the baselines, yielding an F-score of 69%. The best baseline was the unigram classifier, which was trained with supervised learning. The bootstrapped event phrase dictionary produced much higher precision (79% vs. 66%) with only slightly lower recall (60% vs. 62%), and did not require annotated texts for training. Statistical significance testing shows that the Event Phrase lookup approach works significantly better than the unigram classifier ($p < 0.05$, paired bootstrap [14]).

For the sake of completeness, I also evaluated the performance of dictionary look-up using the bootstrapped Agent (AG) and Purpose (PU) dictionaries, individually. The agents terms produced 42% precision with 98% recall, demonstrating that the learned agent list has extremely high coverage but (unsurprisingly) does not achieve high precision on its own. The purpose phrases achieved a better balance of recall and precision, producing an F-score of 63%, which is nearly the same as the supervised unigram classifier.

My original hypothesis was that a single type of event information is not sufficient to accurately identify event descriptions. My goal was high-accuracy event recognition by requiring that a document contain multiple clues pertaining to different facets of an event (multi-faceted event recognition). The last row of Table 5.4 (Multi-Faceted) shows the results when requiring matches from at least two different bootstrapped dictionaries. Specifically, I labeled a document as relevant if it contained at least one phrase from each of two different dictionaries and these phrases occurred in the same sentence. Table

\footnote{I also explored various ways of using the bootstrapped dictionaries as features for a classifier to see if a supervised learner could make better use of the dictionaries. However, the classifiers’ performance is inferior to the look-up approach.}
5.4 shows that multi-faceted event recognition achieves 88% precision with reasonably good recall of 71%, yielding an F-score of 79%. This multi-faceted approach with simple dictionary look-up outperformed all of the baselines, and each dictionary used by itself. Statistical significance testing shows that the Multi-Faceted approach works significantly better than the unigram classifier ($p < 0.001$, paired bootstrap). The Multi-Faceted approach is significantly better than the Event Phrase (EV) lookup approach at the $p < 0.1$ level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>F-score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EV + PU</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EV + AG</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AG + PU</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-Faceted</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.7. Analysis of Dictionary Combinations

Table 5.7 takes a closer look at how each pair of dictionaries performed. The first row shows that requiring a document to have an event phrase and a purpose phrase produces the best precision (100%) but with low recall (14%). The second row reveals that requiring a document to have an event phrase and an agent term yields better recall (47%) and high precision (94%). The third row shows that requiring a document to have a purpose phrase and an agent term produces the best recall (50%) but with slightly lower precision (85%). Finally, the last row of Table 5.7 shows that taking the union of these results (i.e., any combination of dictionary pairs is sufficient) yields the best recall (71%) with high precision (88%), demonstrating that we get the best coverage by recognizing multiple combinations of event information.

5.7.2 Comparisons with an Existing Information Retrieval System

I used the Terrier information retrieval system to rank these 300 documents given my set of event keywords as the query \(^\text{10}\), and then generated a recall/precision curve (Figure 5.7) by computing the precisions at different levels of recall, ranging from 0 to 1 in increments of .10. We can see that Terrier identified the first 60 documents (20% recall) with 100% precision. But precision dropped sharply after that. The circle in Figure 5.7 shows the performance of my bootstrapped dictionaries using the Multi-Faceted

\(^{10}\)I gave Terrier one query with all of the event keywords.
approach. At a comparable level of recall (71%), the multi-faceted approach using the bootstrapped dictionaries yielded improvement of 34% in precision (88% vs. 54%).

5.7.3 Finding Articles with no Event Keyword

The learned event dictionaries have the potential to recognize event-relevant documents that do not contain any human-selected event keywords. This can happen in two ways. First, 378 of the 623 learned event phrases do not contain any of the original event keywords. Second, some event descriptions will contain a known agent and purpose phrase, but the event phrase will be unfamiliar.

I performed an additional set of experiments with documents in the Gigaword corpus that contain no human-selected civil unrest keywords. Following the multi-faceted approach to event recognition, I collected all documents that contain a sentence that matches phrases in at least two of my bootstrapped event dictionaries. This process retrieved 178,197 documents. The Total column of Table 5.8 shows the number of documents that contained phrases found in two different dictionaries (EV+AG, EV+PU, AG+PU) or in all three dictionaries (EV+AG+PU).
Table 5.8. Evaluation of articles with no event keyword

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EV+AG</td>
<td>67,796</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EV+PU</td>
<td>2,375</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AG+PU</td>
<td>101,173</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EV+AG+PU</td>
<td>6,853</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>74%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I randomly sampled 50 documents from each category and had them annotated. The accuracies are shown in the Accuracy column. Finding all three types of phrases produced the best accuracy, 74%. Furthermore, I found over 6,800 documents that had all three types of event information using our learned dictionaries, but no event keywords. This result demonstrates that the bootstrapped dictionaries can recognize many event descriptions that would have been missed by searching only with manually selected keywords. This experiment also confirms that multi-facted event recognition using all three learned dictionaries achieves good accuracy even for documents that do not contain the civil unrest keywords, although matching all facets is necessary to achieve good precision.

5.8 Experimental Results for Terrorism Event Domain

I evaluated the bootstrapped terrorism event dictionaries on the test set (TST3 + TST4 sections) of the MUC-4 corpus. Out of the 200 documents, 126 articles mention one or more terrorism events. Therefore, if we label all the documents as event relevant, the precision is only 63% (as shown in the first row of Table 5.9).

The second section of Table 5.9 shows the performance of the two supervised baselines. We can see that the unigram classifier yields a high recall of .86 and a reasonable precision of .76. Using both unigrams and bigrams as features, the supervised classifier further increases the recall to .91, but with a small loss of precision.

5.8.1 Event Recognition with Bootstrapped Dictionaries

To learn event dictionaries for the terrorism event domain, the bootstrapping process ran for 4 iterations and then stopped because no more phrases could be learned. Table 5.10 shows the number of event phrases, agents, patients and effect phrases learned after each iteration. Most event phrases and agents were learned from the first bootstrapping iteration while the number of patient and effect phrases gradually increased. The final bootstrapped dictionaries contain 124 event phrases, 25 agent terms, 30 patient terms
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brute-force</td>
<td></td>
<td>63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervised Learning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unigrams</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unigrams+Bigrams</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bootstrapped Dictionary Lookup</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event Phrases (EV)</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agent Phrases (AG)</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient Phrases (PA)</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect Phrases (EF)</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-Faceted</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5.9.** Experimental Results for Terrorism Event Recognition

and 46 effect phrases. Similar to the previous civil unrest event domain, phrases in the learned terrorism event dictionaries are highly diverse too. Table D.1 shows samples from each event dictionary. Appendix D gives more complete lists of the learned event phrases and facet phrases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Phrases</th>
<th>Agent Terms</th>
<th>Patient Terms</th>
<th>Effect Phrases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iter #1</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iter #2</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iter #3</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iter #4</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5.10.** Dictionary Sizes after Bootstrapping

The third section of Table 5.9 shows the experimental results when using the bootstrapped dictionaries for event recognition. The same with experiments for civil unrest event domain, I used the simple dictionary look-up approach that searched for dictionary entries in each document. Furthermore, I used the same approximate matching scheme as discussed in Section 5.7.1.

The first four rows of the bottom section of Table 5.9 show the results of event recognition where a document is labeled as relevant if it contains at least one event phrase (the first row) or at least one facet phrase (the following three rows). We can see that requiring matching with only one type of event information gives mediocre precision. Interestingly, while matching with each type of facet phrase consistently yields high recall, matching only with event phrases recognizes only 19% of the relevant documents. This can be partially attributed to the strict syntactic forms as required for event phrases, but in the meantime, it also reflects the fact that terrorism event descriptions are of
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Phrases:</th>
<th>claimed responsibility, hit houses, burned trucks, blew up bus, set off bomb, holding hostages, killed citizens, threatened investigators, entered residence sabotaged tower, machinegunned residence, detonated charge, carry out attacks, attacked studios, massacred women</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agent Terms:</td>
<td>mob, ESA, group, individual, commandos, Tegucigalpa, Santiago, organizations, groups, organization, forces, Willka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient Terms:</td>
<td>headquarters, citizens, officer, leaders, neighborhood, reporters, airplanes, population, Ellacuria, leader, home, buildings, office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect Phrases:</td>
<td>wounded *, * be destroyed, death of *, broke into *, killing of *, bodies of *, * be kidnapped, * be assassinated, enter *, set fire to *, * be wounded, causing damage to *, * be shot, massacre of *, * be detained</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.11. Examples of Dictionary Entries for the Terrorism Event Domain

high diversity and using event phrases alone can only identify a small fraction of relevant documents.

The last row shows the results of my Multi-faceted approach. By Multi-faceted, I require a document to contain an event phrase together with two event facet phrases of distinct types, or three facet phrases of distinct types. Furthermore, consistent with the assumption used in the learning process that multiple pieces of event information should co-occur in a localized text region, the matched phrases should be appear in a text segment that spans over at most four sentences. We can see that my Multi-faceted approach achieves the best precision .80, which is higher than matching with an individual type of event information and higher than both supervised baselines. However, for the terrorism domain, the Multi-faceted approach only yields limited recall .55 and about half of the relevant documents are missed. One main reason for the low recall of my Multi-faceted approach is that the event dictionary learning process only used a limited amount of unannotated documents, 1300 documents (MUC-4 DEV) specifically, which is a much smaller collection compared to the Gigaword corpus used for civil unrest event dictionary learning.

Table 5.12 takes a closer look at how each combination of event dictionaries performed. Compared to searching for only one piece of event information in a document, each combination of the Multi-faceted approach yields higher precision. One interesting observation is that out of the four combinations, the first and fourth combinations, which used both patient and effect dictionaries, achieve the best precisions. This confirms that
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>F-score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EV + PA + EF</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EV + AG + PA</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EV + AG + EF</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AG + PA + EF</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-Faceted</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.12. Analysis of Dictionary Combinations

characteristic patients together with the effects of patients provide useful indicators when identifying terrorism events.

5.8.2 Comparisons with an Existing Information Retrieval System

![Figure 5.8](image)

Figure 5.8. Comparison with the Terrier IR system, Terrorism Events

I used the Terrier information retrieval system to rank the 200 documents in the test set, given a set of event keywords as the query\(^\text{11}\), and then generated a recall/precision

\(^{11}\)The event keywords are chosen based on the terrorism event subtypes as annotated in MUC-4 answer keys, and I included keywords for all four subtypes and their syntactic variations. They are: attacked, attack, attacks, bombed, bomb, bombs, bombing, kidnapped, kidnap, kidnapping, and arson. I gave Terrier one query with all of the event keywords.
Table 5.13. Experimental Results for the Civil Unrest Domain, Reported as Precision/Recall/F-score.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LINKER</td>
<td>58/41/48</td>
<td>43/27/33</td>
<td>41/33/36</td>
<td>64/61/63</td>
<td>51/40/45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Multi-faceted</td>
<td>65/34/45</td>
<td>54/23/32</td>
<td>55/29/37</td>
<td>68/61/65</td>
<td>60/37/46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with Perfect Document Classifier</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+PerfectDoc</td>
<td>65/41/50</td>
<td>54/27/36</td>
<td>54/33/41</td>
<td>69/61/65</td>
<td>61/40/48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

curve (Figure 5.8) by computing the precisions at different levels of recall, ranging from 0 to 1 in increments of .10. With the given query, Terrier can only retrieve about 80 percent of the relevant documents. The circle in Figure 5.8 shows the performance of my bootstrapped dictionaries using the Multi-Faceted approach. We can see that at a comparable level of recall (55%), the multi-faceted approach using my bootstrapped dictionaries yielded about a 10 percent improvement in precision (80% v.s. 71%).

5.9 The Effects of Multi-faceted Event Recognition on Event Extraction

One strong motivation of proposing multi-faceted event recognition is to make event extraction systems more accurate by only applying the extraction systems to documents that actually contain relevant event descriptions, as identified by the multi-faceted event recognition approach. In this section, I will show event extraction results when applying my multi-faceted event recognition on top of my best discourse-guided event extraction architecture LINKER. Please refer to Chapter 4 for details on the design of LINKER. The expectation is that the precision of event extraction will be improved after the multi-faceted event recognition approach filters out documents that do not mention a relevant event.

Tables 5.13 and 5.14 show the extraction results for the civil unrest event domain and the terrorism event domain, respectively. The first row of Table 5.13 shows the results of LINKER when it was applied to every document of the civil unrest test set, showing the extraction results for each event role separately and their macro average performance. These results are the same as the results of the full LINKER system in Table 4.2. Please refer to the evaluation sections of Chapter 4 for details on experimental settings. The second row of Table 5.13 shows the results of LINKER when it was only applied to the relevant documents as identified by my multi-faceted approach. We can see that the extraction precisions are improved across all four event roles. On average, the precision
Table 5.14. Experimental Results for Terrorism Domain, Reported as Precision/Recall/F-score.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>PerpInd</th>
<th>PerpOrg</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Victim</th>
<th>Weapon</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LINKER</td>
<td>54/57/56</td>
<td>55/49/51</td>
<td>55/68/61</td>
<td>63/59/61</td>
<td>62/64/63</td>
<td>58/60/59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Multi-faceted</td>
<td>62/42/50</td>
<td>56/42/48</td>
<td>51/42/46</td>
<td>63/45/52</td>
<td>56/36/43</td>
<td>59/42/49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+PerfectDoc</td>
<td>64/57/61</td>
<td>57/49/53</td>
<td>60/68/64</td>
<td>68/59/63</td>
<td>65/64/64</td>
<td>64/60/62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

increases by 9 points with only 3 points of recall loss. Due to the substantial precision improvement, the F-score is also slightly increased.

After the document level filtering using the multi-faceted event recognition approach, the precision of the event extraction system LINKER is still relatively low (only 60%). Therefore, to demonstrate the limit of precision gain by doing event recognition, I showed the extraction results (in the last row of Table 5.13) when a perfect document classifier is applied on top of the extraction system. By the perfect document classifier, I will simply apply LINKER only to the gold standard relevant documents in the test set. We can see that, with perfect event recognition, the extraction recall will be the same as applying the extraction system to each document in the test set. The precision was improved by only one further point, compared to the setting where my multi-faceted approach was employed.

Table 5.14 shows the event extraction results for the terrorism domain. The first row shows the results of LINKER when it was applied to every document of the terrorism test set. These results are the same as shown in Table 4.1. Please refer to Section 4.4 for details on experimental settings. The second row of Table 5.14 shows the extraction results of LINKER when it was only applied to the relevant documents identified by my multi-faceted event recognition approach. For the terrorism domain, we see only a slight improvement of precision after applying the document level filter. However, the extraction recall was substantially reduced. Similar to the last previous table, the last row of Table 5.14 also shows LINKER’s extraction results when the perfect document classifier is applied on top of the extraction system. We can see that with perfect event recognition, the extraction precision increased to just .64 for the terrorism domain.

Another benefit of applying event recognition before actually diving into documents for event extraction is that amount of computing resources will be saved. Specifically, for the civil unrest event domain, only 83 documents were processed by the event extraction system, compared to 300 documents in the original test set. Similarly for the terrorism
event domain, only 85 documents needs to be processed by the event extraction system, instead of 200 documents as included in its full test set. Considering the costly text analysis components that are used in event extraction systems, event recognition will increase the throughput rate of event extraction systems in practice.

5.10 Conclusions

In this chapter, I presented my multi-faceted event recognition approach that can accurately recognize event descriptions of a particular type in text by identifying event expressions as well as event defining characteristics of the event. I also presented a bootstrapping framework to automatically learn event expressions as well as essential facets of events, which only requires limited human supervision. Experimental results show that the multi-faceted event recognition approach can effectively identify documents that describe a certain type of event and make event extraction systems more precise.
CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

In this chapter, I will first summarize my event extraction and recognition research and contributions. Then, I will discuss several future directions that may lead to further improved event extraction and recognition performance.

6.1 Research Summary and Contributions

My research has been concentrated on improving event extraction performance by explicitly identifying event contexts before extracting individual facts. In this section, I will first emphasize the problems and limitations of current event extraction systems, which have motivated my research, then I will briefly go through the approaches and algorithms that I introduced to improve event extraction performance and highlight my contributions.

Most current event extraction systems heavily rely on local contexts and individual event expressions to recognize event mentions when making extraction decisions. However, lacking the view of wider context limits both the extraction coverage and the accuracy of traditional event extraction systems. The coverage of event extraction systems is limited because many role fillers occur in contexts that do not explicitly mention the event, e.g., the perpetrator of a murder may be mentioned in the context of an arrest, and those fillers are often overlooked. The accuracy of current event extraction systems is limited too because even if the local context contains seemingly relevant event keywords or phrases, depending on the larger context, they may not be referring to a relevant event due to ambiguity and metaphor. For example, “Obama was attacked” may lead to Obama being extracted as the victim of a physical attack, even if the preceding sentences describe a presidential debate and the verb “attacked” is being used metaphorically. Therefore, by only considering local contexts, current event extraction systems can generate many false extractions.
To address these limitations of current event extraction systems and improve event extraction performance, I proposed two new event extraction architectures that incorporate discourse information across sentences to recognize event contexts before applying local extraction models. First, to seek event information out of secondary contexts and thus improve the coverage of event extraction performance, I created TIER, a multilayered event extraction architecture that performs document level, sentence level and noun phrase level text analysis to progressively “zoom in” on relevant event information. The challenge for extracting information from secondary event contexts is that secondary contexts occur with irrelevant events too. For example, an arrest can follow a theft instead of a terrorism event. Keeping this in mind, TIER represents a two-pronged strategy for event extraction that distinguish two types of documents that mention relevant events, event narratives v.s fleeting references, and only extracts information from secondary contexts in event narratives. Event narratives are articles whose main purpose is to report the details of an event while fleeting references are the documents that only briefly mention a relevant event, but do not elaborate on the event details.

To make event extraction systems more precise, I also proposed a discourse-guided event extraction model, called LINKER. In addition to a set of local role filler extractors as normally seen in event extraction systems, LINKER includes a structured sentence classifier that sequentially reads a story and determines which sentences contain event information based on both the local and preceding contexts. Then, the structured sentence classifier and the set of local role filler extractors are combined by extracting only the candidate role fillers that occur in sentences that represent event contexts, as determined by the sentence classifier. Specifically, the structured learning algorithm, conditional random fields (CRFs), explicitly models whether the previous sentence is an event context, which captures discourse continuity across sentences. Furthermore, the structured sentence classifier uses well designed features to capture textual cohesion properties across sentences, including lexical word associations, discourse relations across sentences, and distributional properties of the candidate role fillers within and across sentences.

Another issue of current event extraction systems is that they do not attempt to determine whether a document contains any relevant information before extracting facts based only on local context. Processing documents that do not mention a relevant event is a waste of computing resources. Furthermore, accurate event recognition will improve
event extraction accuracy because any extractions from irrelevant documents will be false. However, identifying documents that mention an event of a particular type is a highly challenging task due to the high complexity and variety of event descriptions. Event keywords are rarely reliable on their own. For example, consider the challenge of finding documents about civil unrest. The words “strike” and “rally” refer to common types of civil unrest, but they frequently refer to other things as well. A strike can refer to a military event or a sporting event (e.g., “air strike”, “bowling strike”), and a rally can be a race or a spirited exchange (e.g., “car rally”, “tennis rally”). I proposed multi-faceted event recognition to accurately recognize event descriptions in text by identifying event expressions as well as event facets, which are defining characteristics of the event. Event facets, such as agents, purpose and effects of events, are essential to distinguish one type of event from another. For example, given the event expression “hit the village”, depending on the agents, it might refer to a natural disaster event if the agent is “The flooding”, or it might be describing an air strike if the agent is “The military bombs”.

I also proposed a bootstrapping framework to automatically learn event expressions as well as essential facets of events, which relies on limited human supervision. The learning algorithm exploits the observation that event expressions and event facet information often appear together in sentences that introduce an event. Furthermore, seeing more than one piece of event information in a sentence tends to validate that the sentence is an event sentence and suggests that additional event information may also be in the same sentence. Therefore, the bootstrapping algorithm ricochets back and forth, alternately learning new event phrases and learning new event facet phrases, in an iterative process.

After reflection on my research, I have focused on improving coverage and accuracy of event extraction systems by recognizing event contexts before applying extraction models. I investigated event context identification by both recognizing documents that mention a relevant event and finding event regions within a document. Specifically, my main contributions are as follows:

1. I distinguish secondary event contexts from primary contexts and propose a multi-layered event extraction architecture that can seek out event information from different types of event contexts.

Many event role fillers occur in secondary contexts that do not explicitly mention the event and are generally not part of the main event description (“primary contexts”). Event role fillers in secondary contexts are generally overlooked by
current event extraction systems. To seek event information out of secondary contexts, I introduced \textit{TIER}, a multilayered event extraction architecture that performs document level, sentence level and noun phrase level text analysis to progressively “zoom in” on relevant event information.

2 I proposed a discourse-guided event extraction architecture that uses a single structured event sentence classifier to capture various textual cohesion properties and identify event contexts in a document.

The discourse-guided event extraction architecture is called \textit{LINKER}. In addition to a set of local role filler extractors, \textit{LINKER} uses a single sequentially structured sentence classifier to explicitly model the contextual influences across sentences and identify event-related story contexts. In the structured sentence classifier, a variety of discourse information is modeled as textual cohesion properties across sentences, including lexical cohesion features, discourse relations and domain-specific candidate role filler distributional features.

3 I proposed multi-faceted event recognition, which uses event defining characteristics, in addition to event expressions, to identify documents describing a particular type of event.

Finding documents that describe a particular type of event is a challenging task due to the high complexity and variety of event descriptions. Event keywords tend to be ambiguous and are not sufficient to identify documents that discuss events of a specific type. I observed that event defining characteristics, I call them event facets, such as agents, purpose and effects of events, are essential to distinguish one type of event from another. Therefore, I proposed multi-faceted event recognition to accurately recognize event descriptions in text by identifying event expressions as well as event facets. I also proposed a bootstrapping framework to automatically learn event expressions as well as essential facets of events from free texts, which only requires minimal human supervision.

6.2 Future Directions

Evaluation of my research using two distinct event domains has shown that the discourse-guided event extraction architectures can improve both coverage and accuracy of event extraction performance and the multi-faceted event recognition can effectively
identify event relevant documents and further improve event extraction accuracy. However, we can see that overall, the extraction performance is far from perfect. Furthermore, most event extraction systems heavily rely on human annotated data to train event extraction systems for each type of event. It is important to reduce the dependence on human supervision to be able to quickly configure domain-specific event extraction systems. In the following subsections, I will discuss several thoughts I have when I meditate on the research presented in this dissertation and present some ideas that may lead to better event extraction performance or reduce human supervision that is required to train event extraction systems.

6.2.1 Incorporating Domain Knowledge to Tackle Inferences

Most current event extraction systems are automatically trained using human labeled data as supervision and use limited amounts of external domain knowledge. Therefore, systems trained this way heavily rely on surface textual clues, word forms or shallow semantics of words, to determine if an event is being described and what type of event information is being conveyed. For instance, if a person has been annotated as a victim of terrorism events several times and each time, the textual contexts that follow the extractions are the same, e.g., “was killed”, then the automatically trained event extraction systems can learn the pattern that whenever a person was followed by “was killed”, the person should be extracted as a victim. However, this is clearly not sufficient to imitate how humans process information.

Generally, we go through various kinds of inferences at multiple levels when we read texts and digest information described in texts. For example, suppose a document describes a bombing event in a shopping mall and later discusses a police investigation on a man in a hat that appeared in the monitored video of the shopping mall before the bombing event happened. We can easily infer that the investigated man has been suspected to have carried out the bombing and should be extracted as the potential perpetrator of the bombing event. In my work, I distinguish secondary contexts from primary contexts and proposed the multi-layered event extraction system, TIER, to seek out information from the contexts that do not explicitly refer to the event. In this case, the investigation context can be viewed as a secondary context. However, without plugging in explicit inference driven components, the automatically trained event extraction systems are good at recognizing textual patterns that have repeated themselves
many times, but tend to miss the less frequent ones. Unfortunately, due to the diversity of event descriptions, a large proportion of textual clues only occur occasionally in the annotated data.

However, with the aid of a rich set of domain knowledge, we can design extraction components and mechanisms that carry out inferences similar to the human. Therefore, we possibly obtain opportunities to automatically make intelligent extraction decisions with many less common contexts. In the next section, I will present my thoughts on the specific types of domain knowledge that may be helpful to event extraction.

6.2.2 Acquiring Domain Knowledge from Unlabeled Texts

As discussed in the previous subsection, inference driven event extraction might enable better extraction performance. Ideally, we should design algorithms that can acquire domain knowledge from a large volume of unlabeled and easily accessible plain texts, which can reveal *textual patterns* that may have appeared only one time in a limited size of annotated data set.

The primary question is what type of domain knowledge we should aim to acquire. The first category of domain knowledge I have identified is events that are somehow related to the target event. Events are often causally linked, temporally connected, or mutually influenced. This nature of event is also manifested in their textual descriptions. For instance, articles that mainly describe an event also discuss its related events that may have caused the target event or happened as the consequences of the target event. Therefore, going beyond examining the descriptive nature of individual events, studying the relations between different types of events will help us to better detect the relevant event descriptions and locate event information. I am especially interested to answer the question of how one event occurs in the contexts of a variety of the other events and what are the types of associations among events.

The second type of domain knowledge that may benefit event extraction performance is sub-events of the target event. I have observed that in event descriptions, event information is frequently mentioned in detailed elaborations of how the event happened. Therefore, knowledge about routine sub-events of a particular type of event should be helpful for event extraction systems to identify specific types of event information.
6.2.3 Building Event Ontologies

Most current event extraction systems are trained for predefined types of events. Mainly, training event extraction systems to tackle certain type of events can effectively reduce the complexity of text analysis needed to detect and extract event information, however, it also implies that the extraction systems should be retrained whenever new types of events are targeted. To resolve this dilemma, one possible solution is to build up an event ontology and associate the automatically acquired domain knowledge to its corresponding type of event in the event ontology.

To achieve this goal, we have to answer questions about the structure of an event ontology. For example, what criteria should we use to categorize events and how many main event classes should be included in the event ontology. Possibly, we can use event facets to group events and events sharing the same set of essential event facets form a class of events. The other type of questions are about when we should build links between event classes and what the inter-event relations can be. Potentially, we can use the same set of inter-event relations as discussed in Subsection 6.2.2, including causal, temporal relations and the relation that an event is a subevent of the other event.

In short, a well structured event ontology and a rich collection of domain knowledge that is mapped to each type of event in the ontology are valuable to both further improve the performance of event extraction systems and reduce their dependence on human supervision. First, domain knowledge of a specific type of event and domain knowledge of its related events can be explored to develop inference driven event extraction systems. And these systems have potential to make intelligent extraction decisions and enhance extraction performance. Second, event domain knowledge and structured ontology represent generalizations and summaries of diverse forms of events, therefore, the access of such knowledge can make the system training less dependent on human supervision that is often realized by annotating specific event descriptions.
APPENDIX A

CU EVENT DOCUMENT ANNOTATION GUIDELINES

This appendix lists the civil unrest event document annotation guidelines that were provided to the annotators.

A.1 Annotation Task Definition

You will need to read a set of news articles and determine which articles discuss a CU event. If an article mentions at least one CU event, label it as a CU_article. If an article mentions no CU event, label it as an Irrel_article.

A.2 Civil Unrest Event Definition

Civil unrest (CU) is a broad term that is typically used by the media or law enforcement to describe a form of public disturbance caused by a group of people for a purpose. Civil unrest events include activities to protest against major socio-political problems, events of activism to support a cause (e.g., peace rallies or large-scale marches to support a prominent figure), and events to promote changes in government or business affairs (e.g., large gatherings to rally for higher wages). Types of civil unrest can include, but are not necessarily limited to: strikes, rallies, sit-ins and other forms of obstructions, riots, sabotage, and other forms of public disturbance motivated by a cause. It is intended to be a demonstration to the public, the government, or an institution (e.g., business or educational sectors), but can sometimes escalate into general chaos.

Civil Unrest Events to be Annotated

1. According to the definition, CU events do not include war, ethnic fightings or fightings involving armed parties only.
2. CU events include mentions of currently on-going and recent (within one year) CU events. Old CU events that happened more than one year ago from the date when the article was published should not be labeled.

3. CU events include mentions of threatened and planned CU events that may happen even if there is uncertainty or they are mentioned conditionally. CU events do not include mentions of threatened and planned CU events that will definitely not happen.

4. CU events do not include purely hypothetical or abstract mentions of CU events or activities. These events are mentioned in general discussions or metaphorically.

5. CU events can be described only in a small portion of a text and may not be the focus of the text. However, if an article only mentions CU events in a single noun phrase fleetingly, e.g., “last year’s teachers strike”, “a possible student protest”, no any other detail about those events are mentioned, they are treated as abstract mentions of CU events and the article is an Irerel_article.

6. Event summary information that is synthesized from two or more events should NOT be annotated.
APPENDIX B
CU EVENT ROLE FILLER ANNOTATION GUIDELINES

This appendix lists the civil unrest event role filler annotation guidelines that were provided to the annotators.

B.1 Annotation Task Definition
You will need to read a set of news articles and identify the CU event descriptions. Specifically, you need to find out phrases in text that describe CU events and put them into their corresponding slots. Each slot indicates one type of event information, such as locations, agents, causes and damages of CU events.

IMPORTANT

1. More than one event can be described in an article, however, only one set of event role slots are to be filled out. Therefore, you should put all the phrases fulfilling a specific event role into the same slot EVEN THEY ARE FROM DIFFERENT EVENTS.

2. Events that are described in an article are often related. If the same entity or object is involved and plays the same role in multiple events, you should only annotate the mentions across all its mentions that are significantly different in lexical forms.

B.2 The Event Slots to be Annotated
Eight event slots will be considered for annotations.

(1) Event type (Closed Set)
Instead of labeling strings in text like (1), choose event types from the following CU types:

STRIKE(S) – consists of refusing to work.
MARCH(ES) – consists of moving from one place to another place.
SIT-IN(S)/OCCUPATION(S) – consists of taking up some space and thus disturbing the regular activities that require the space.
OTHER(S) – other forms of protest(s) or demonstration(s), such as rally (rallies), riot(s), sabotage(s), etc.

If one CU event includes activities of type STRIKE (or MARCH, or OCCUPATION), select STRIKE (or MARCH, or OCCUPATION) as the event type, even the event described also includes activities of other types. If one event includes multiple types of activities, e.g. both STRIKE and OCCUPATION, select all the appropriate types. Select types for all CU events described in an article, e.g., select both STRIKE and MARCH if two CU events were described in an article, one event is of type STRIKE and another is of type MARCH. You should select OTHER if none of the CU events described in an article includes activities of any of the first three types.

(2) Agent/Population

The population GROUPS who initiate, lead or join to strengthen the CU events. If there are multiples references to roughly the same population group, label all the ones that are in different lexical forms, including the general mention terms such as "the protesters".

(3) Key Issue

The most essential issues that motivate the CU events. Sometimes, you will see multiple issues/causes that are likely to be motivating the CU events, but ONLY label the MOST direct/explicit one. Key issues can be natural resources, abstract concepts, actions, decisions and events that are demanded or protested against or others. For example, in

*The workers went on strike to press for higher wages.*
you should put “higher wages” as the key issue.

Issues can be described as base noun phrases and base verb phrases, if you think parts of the essential issues are included in pp attachments (if any) of the base noun/verb phrases, label the pp attachments too, furthermore, if you think a complete clause is needed to describe an issue, label the full clause. For instance, consider

*The demonstrators protest against Spain’s proposal to legalize gay marriage.*

you should put “legalize gay marriage” as the key issue without including “Spain’s proposal to” because “Spain’s proposal to” only signify the source (Spain) and the state (being proposed) of the key issue.

Another example is as follows,

*The youth of Lebanon have occupied the front line of the "Cedar Revolution" gripping the country since the February 14 assassination of popular former prime minister Rafiq Hariri.*

you should label “the February 14 assassination of popular former prime minister Rafiq Hariri” as the key issue.

If there are multiple references (can be in any of the above three forms) to the essential issue (should be only one in content for one event), please label all the ones that are in different lexical forms.

(4) **SiteFacility**

A human constructed facility where a CU event takes place. A site can be a plaza, a shopping mall, a mosque, a bridge, a hospital or an university.

(5) **Location**

NAMED geographical regions/areas where a CU event takes place. A location can be a city (e.g. “Beijing”), a country (e.g. U.S.) or other named places (e.g. Antelope Island). Only label the location names themselves. You should only consider the locations that appear in the context of a CU event. You should not consider the locations that are embedded in organization names. For instance, in
25,000 opposition supporters demonstrated in Lome, the capital of Togo.

You should label “Lome” and “Togo” as two locations and put them in two lines.

(6) HumanEffects (Injuries and Deaths)

The casualties that are due to the CU events, can refer to any people that are injured or died in the civil unrest events, including both agents and other types of people. If you are not certain based on the text descriptions that some people were injured or died, do not annotate them. For example, if you see

Two guards was hit by stones.

in the context of the CU events, “Two guards” should be annotated because people generally get hurt when hit by stones. However, given

A policeman was hit by eggs.

in the context of the CU events, “A policeman” should not be annotated because people generally would not be hurt when hit by eggs.

(7) PhysicalEffects (Damages or Destrucions)

Buildings or property that are physically damaged or destroyed due to the CU events. For instance, given

They stormed an airport, damaged the VIP lounge and surged onto the runway to prevent a flight taking off.

in the context of the CU events, you should label “the VIP lounge” as one filler.

(8) Instruments/Weapons

Anything that is used by both agents and other types of people em during the CU events with the intent to injure others, damage property, control the crowd or defend themselves. Weapons can be stones, bombs batons, and teargas. For instance, if you see

Police used tear gas, fire hoses and pepper spray to hold back hundreds of demonstrators led by militant Korean farmers, some of whom were armed with bamboo sticks and metal bars.
in the context of the CU events, you should label “tear gas”, “fire hoses”, “pepper spray”, “bamboo sticks” and “metal bars” as the weapons.

NOTES

1. Please label appropriate strings in both headlines and body texts, but with preference to strings from body texts. If string A from the headline and string B from the body text are equally informative to be a role filler, please label string B instead of A. If an appropriate role filler C is only seen in the headline, please label C.

2. For slots Agent/Population, Site/Facility, HumanEffects, PhysicalEffects and Instruments/Weapons, annotations should be complete base noun phrases that include head nouns, modifiers, determiners and articles.
APPENDIX C

BOOTSTRAPPED EVENT PHRASES AND EVENT FACET PHRASES FOR THE CU DOMAIN

This appendix lists more samples from bootstrapped event dictionaries for the civil unrest event domain, including event phrases and phrases for two event facets: agents and purpose.

Agent Terms: employees, miners, muslims, unions, protestors, journalists, refugees, prisoners, immigrants, inmates, pilots, farmers, followers, teachers, drivers, professors, villagers, cypriots, fundamentalists, tamils, syrians, marchers, nurses, residents, argentines, radicals, kurds, tribesmen, shiites, youths, expatriates, iraqis, iranians, unionists, exiles, albanians, maoists, retirees, tibetans, venezuelans, settlers, haitians, uighurs, migrants, lawyers, veterans, hard-liners, pensioners, servants, growers, reservists, fishermen, afghans, defendants, truckers, campaigners, communists, clerics, italians, extremists, leftists, relatives, loyalists, rioters, koreans, romanians, colombians, serbs, monks, hindus, organizations, intellectuals, guards, laborers, dissidents, gypsies, peasants, Turks, macedonians, indians, police, firefighters, strikers, hundreds, arabs, mourners, autoworkers, traders, staff, soldiers, israelis, worshippers, priests, members, thousand, chileans, metalworkers, christians, factions, practitioners, survivors, officers, judges, dockworkers, kashmiris, pilots, islamists, moslems, hardliners, prostitutes, thousands, citizens, graduates, pakistanis, owners, kongers, environmentalists,

Table C.1. Bootstrapped Agent Terms for the CU Domain
**Purpose Phrases:** urging end, voice anger, press for wages, oppose plans, condemning act, show solidarity, mark anniversary, calling for right, mark death, accusing government, pressure government, push for hike, celebrating withdrawal, call attention, voice opposition, prevent closure, press demand, express anger, show dissatisfaction, commemorate anniversary, venting anger, press for release, calling dictator, denounce crackdown, contest policies, demonstrate opposition, protect jobs, denouncing israel, show opposition, forcing police, show support, underscore demands, oppose decision, show support, express opposition, mourn deaths, press for resignation, prompting police, calling for government, drawing thousands, denounce government, demonstrate against government, resume imports, opposing war, forcing cancellation, press for pay, hurling insults, calling for resignation, defying curfew, denounce decision, call for end, force government, commemorate death, flouting refusals, vent anger, oust chavez, disrupting traffic, press for increase, press for reforms, denounce measures, condemning bush, resume testing, press for rise, chanting shame, call for ouster, expand settlements, denounce attacks, oppose plans, demonstrate support, stopping services, denouncing violence, denounce killings, paralysing country, blaming britain, call for action, denounce law, denouncing rule, calling for peace, opposing visit, highlight plight, denouncing states, voice protest, disrupting services, support demands, denounce victory, raise salaries, press pay, paralyzing production, stranding passengers, prevent clashes, paralyzing activities, blaming death, mark start, press for increases, halting flights, press for conditions, seek wages, vent fury, calling for scrapping, paralyzing traffic, press for hikes, demonstrating against detention, push for pay, press for payment, disrupting production, causing chaos, turn up pressure, causing disruptions, push demands, back demands, forcing authorities, accusing authorities, celebrate attack, condemn handling, pay cuts, privatize network, causing shortages, interrupting services, paralyzing services, press management, urge members, shutting down traffic, denounce conditions, idling buses, shouting justice, press for freedom, express rage, press elections, call for reforms, calling minister, express outrage, chanting support, press claim, press for negotiations, heightening pressure, launching challenge, paralysing city, prompting guards, denounce war, keeping up pressure, threatening disruption, defend allowance, shouting with government, criticize government, reject terrorism, preventing lawmakers, call for reunification

| Table C.2. Bootstrapped Purpose Phrases for the CU Domain |
**Event Phrases:** went on strike, took to street, chanted slogans, set fire, formed chain, clashed with police, staged rally, held protest, walked off job, burned flags, hit streets, marched in city, blocked roads, carried placards, marched through paris, occupied office, rallied outside house, carried signs, gathered in capital, staged strike, held demonstration, protested outside office, waved flags, unfurled banner, marched kilometers, demonstrated in city, defied ban, went on rampage, blocked streets, held vigil, carried banners, declared strike, marched through center, were on strike, launched strikes, held demonstrations, called for boycott, waved banners, stage strike, begun strike, staged sit-in, staged series, rallied near embassy, rallied in capital, demonstrated in capital, plan strike, gathered in center, began protest, blocked highways, occupied embassy, rallied in city, are on strike, protested in capital, rallied outside embassy, marched to office, filled streets, stepped up protests, marched in cities, blocked access, marched in capital, staged rallies, go on strike, burned tires, occupied headquarters, poured into streets, burned effigies, called for strikes, smashed windows, gone on strike, laid siege, marched through city, gathered in square, marched to station, picketed headquarters, observed strike, blocked traffic, blocked entrance, staged walkouts, held banners, demonstrated outside parliament, blockaded port, stopped work, joined protests, attended rallies, organized rally, rallied outside ministry, marched on palace, gathered outside church, flooded streets, continued protest, ransacked offices, rallied at mosque, gathered in stadium, set up roadblocks, marched through district, disrupted traffic, marched on streets, marched through rain, blocked tracks, marching through athens, gathered at port, downed tools, honked horns, threw eggs, turned out for demonstration, blocked ports, poured onto streets, gathered outside mosque, marched to hall, marched kilometres, shut down hospitals, burned effigy, set on fire, marched against summit, lit candles, converged on center, came out on streets, gathered thousands, blocked intersections, threatened strikes, picketed offices, rallied at airport, paraded through streets, stormed building, set up barricades, staged walkout, confronted police, threw stones, participated in march, marched down street, waged strike, entered day, ended strike, chanted songs, refused food, battled police, gathered outside court, gathered at park, returned to streets, pressed with strike, blocked bridge, rallied outside consulate, shaved heads, announced strike, gathered for hours, called off strike, linked hands, attacked station, erected barricades, gathered at site, converged on headquarters, intensified protests, escalated protests, halted work, smashed cars, lined highway, carried streamers, hurled rocks, attacked offices, pelted embassy, staged picket, launch strike, gathered for protest, hoisted flags, threw bottles, mounted protests, surrounded headquarters, boycotted sessions, picketed embassies, pelted building, held assemblies, climbed onto roofs, occupied chamber, marched miles, thronged streets, clashed with guards, demonstrated on campus, rampaged through city, resumed strike, fought police, occupied airport, pitched tents, massed in athens left classes, marched across country, marched from office, rallied outside building, marched to border, held after prayers, organized protests, protested in paris, planned protests, gathered in cities, threw rocks, gathered at square, began boycott

**Table C.3.** Bootstrapped Event Phrases for the CU Domain
This appendix lists more samples from bootstrapped event dictionaries for the terrorism event domain, including event phrases and phrases for three event facets: agents, patients, and effects.

**Event Phrases:** claimed responsibility, hit houses, burned trucks, blew up bus, set off bomb, holding hostages, killed citizens, threatened investigators, set houses, sabotaged tower, entered residence, machinegunned residence, detonated charge, carry out attacks, attacked studios, massacred women, used bombs, maimed people, intercepted vehicles, attacking population, used explosives, unleashed escalation, stabbed them, endangering lives, expressing desire, hit helicopters, claimed credit, machinegunned car, attacked targets, placed kg, launched attacks, hurled cocktail, left leaflets, killed scores, planting bombs, taken civilians, renewed attacks, burned offices, control places, committed crime, exploded devices, set facility, planted explosives, machinegunned helicopter, machinegunned building, seized amounts, carried out murder, claimed attack, leave country, taking officials, attack students, attacked members, reiterated desire, inflicted casualties

**Agent Terms:** mob, ESA, group, individual, commandos, Tegucigalpa, groups, organization, forces, Willka, Montano, Santiago, organizations

**Patient Terms:** headquarters, citizens, officer, leaders, neighborhood, reporters, airplanes, population, Ellacuria, leader, home, buildings, office, house, residents, maids, home, leader, daughter, peasants, workers, Romero

**Effect Phrases:** wounded *, * be destroyed, massacre of *, broke into *, killing of *, bodies of *, * be kidnapped, * be assassinated, enter *, set fire to *, * be wounded, causing damage to *, * be shot, death of *, * be detained, machinegunned *, destroyed *, case of *, burned *, destroying *, attack on *, * be damaged, set *, killing *, leaving *, murder of *, bombed *, * be murdered, killed *, * be located, assassination of *, perpetrated against *, attacking *, release of *

*Table D.1. Bootstrapped Event Facet Phrase Examples for the Terrorism Domain*
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